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While on a mission in Jarablus, Syria, Jon Jericho, codename the Hunter, is severely wounded,
ending his career as a Special Field Operative for Delta Force. When he returns stateside to
begin life anew, he quickly finds himself caught up in a scandal involving the appropriation of
documents for an undetectable state-of-the-art ICBM by the Islamic State. But what if Jon
Jericho discovers something different? What if he learns that the plans were appropriated by
American and Israeli intelligence, and then proffered to the Islamic State? As Jericho digs
deeper he quickly draws the attention of certain CIA principals. So when a CIA paramilitary
group gives chase to terminate Jericho with extreme prejudice to keep the conspiracy safe, the
Hunter must utilize his special skill set not only to survive, but to bring forward the hidden truth
before the world erupts into global war.

“Many of the people I have observed could have been even happier and more successful, in
their careers and their lives, had they been given the gift of The Present.”—Norman
Augustine, Former Chairman and CEO, Lockheed Martin Corporation; Former Under Secretary
of the U.S. ArmyAbout the AuthorSpencer Johnson, M.D., is one of the most respected and
beloved authors in the world. He has helped millions of readers discover how to use simple,
profound truths that lead to less stress and more success at work and at home.Inspiring and
entertaining people with his insightful stories that speak directly to the heart and soul, he is often
referred to as the best there is at taking complex subjects and presenting simple solutions that
work.Dr. Johnson is the author or co-author of many New York Times bestsellers, including three
#1 titles: Who Moved My Cheese?: An A-Mazing Way to Deal with Change In Your Work and
Life; The One Minute Manager®, the world’s most popular management method, co-authored
with Kenneth Blanchard; and The Present: The Gift That Makes Your Work And Life Better Each
Day!After graduating with a B.A. in psychology from the University of Southern California, Dr.
Johnson received his M.D. degree from the Royal College of Surgeons, and completed medical
clerkships at the Mayo Clinic and the Harvard Medical School.He served as Director of
Communications for Medtronic, the inventors of cardiac pacemakers; Research Physician at The
Institute for Inter-Disciplinary Studies; Consultant to The Center for Study of the Person; and
most recently Leadership Fellow at the Harvard Business School.His work has captured the
attention of major media, including the BBC, CNN, Fortune,New York Times, Reader’s Digest,
Today show, Time magazine, and USA Today.Over thirty million copies of Dr. Johnson’s books
are available in more than forty languages.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Before the StoryLate one afternoon, Bill Green received an urgent phone call from Liz
Michaels, who he used to work with.She had heard Bill was experiencing great success, and
she got right to the point, "Could I meet with you soon?" she asked. He thought he heard strain



in her voice.Bill said yes and rearranged his schedule so they could meet for lunch the next day.
When Liz entered the restaurant, he noticed how tired she looked.After some small talk and
ordering their meals, Liz told him, "I have Harrison's job now.""Congratulations," Bill said. "I'm not
surprised you've been promoted.""Thanks, but the problems are mounting," she admitted."A lot
has changed since you were with us. We have fewer people, but more work. There never seems
to be enough time to get everything done - at work or at home."And I'm just not enjoying life as
much as I'd like to."By the way, Bill," she added, changing the subject, "you look good.""I am
good," he said. "I'm enjoying my work and life more. It's a nice change for me!""Oh?" she said.
"Did your job change?"Bill laughed. "No, but if feels like it. It all came together about a year
ago.""What happened?" Liz wanted to know.Bill began, "Remember how hard I used to push
myself and others to get good results? And how much time and effort it took us to get things
done?"Liz laughed. "I remember all too well."Bill smiled, as though amused by his old behavior.
"Well I've learned a few things. And so have many other people in my department. We're getting
better results, faster and with less stress."And to top it off, I'm enjoying life more.""What's
happened?" Liz asked."If I told you, you probably wouldn't believe it.""Try me," she replied.He
paused and then said, "I heard a story from a good friend of mine. It turned out to be a real gift. In
fact, the story is called The Present.""What is it about?" Liz inquired."It's a story about a young
man who discovers a way to live and work that makes him happier and more successful."After I
heard it, I thought a lot about the story and how I could benefit from using it. I started using what I
learned, first at work and then later in my personal life. It had a big impact on me, and others
began to notice."Like the young man in the story, I'm happier now, and I'm doing better.""How?"
Liz asked. "In what way?""Well, I now concentrate better on what I am doing. I learn more from
what happens, and I'm able to plan better. I can focus now on getting the more important things
done, without taking so long to do them.""You got all that out of one story?" Liz seemed
amazed."Well that's what I got out of the story. Different people get different things from The
Present, depending on where they are in their work or life when they hear it. Of course, some
people just don't get it at all."The story is a practical parable," Bill continued. "So it's not just
what's in the story. It's what you take out of it that gives it value."Liz asked, "Can you tell it to
me?"Bill sipped his glass of water and then said slowly, "Liz I hesitate because you've always
seemed to be so skeptical. And this is the type of story you might dismiss too easily."At that
point, Liz let her guard down. She confessed that she was under a great deal of stress, in her job
and personal life, and had come to lunch hoping to get some help.Bill remembered when he felt
that way.Liz said, "I really want to hear the story."Bill had always liked and respected Liz. So he
said, "I'd be happy to tell it to you, if you agree that what you get and use from the story is up to
you."And," he added, "If you find it useful, that you will share it with others."Liz agreed and Bill
continued. "When I first heard it, I realized at some point in the story that there was a great deal
more to it than I had anticipated."I found myself taking notes throughout the story to help me
remember the insights I might want to use later."Liz wondered what she might fine useful for
herself. She took out a small notepad and said, "I'm ready to listen."Then Bill began to tell the



story of The Present.Read more
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ThreeChapter Seventy-FourChapter Seventy-FiveChapter Seventy-SixChapter Seventy-
SevenChapter Seventy-EightChapter Seventy-NineChapter EightyChapter Eighty-OneChapter
Eighty-TwoChapter Eighty-ThreeChapter Eighty-FourChapter Eighty-FiveChapter Eighty-
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FiveChapter Ninety-SixChapter Ninety-SevenChapter Ninety-
EightEPILOGUEPROLOGUEJarablus, the Northern Aleppo Province, SyriaFour Months
AgoThe enemy often said: if you felt the whisper of breath on the back of your neck, then you
were about to die at the hands of a man they called the Hunter.In Jarablus, Syria, a land whose
people pledged allegiance to the Islamic State after members of ISIS executed several Jarablus’
civilians, the Hunter was on the move.On this particular mission, he was acting as point man for
Delta Force, the uncontested heavyweight champs of Special Ops who were considered to be
master operators. Even the SEALs involved with the killing of bin Laden had mentioned they
wished to be a part of this group and spoke of them as gods, calling them the absolute tip of the
spear.It was two days ago when members of ISIS kidnapped an American journalist north of the
Syrian border and issued demands to U.S. authorities, calling for the release of sixteen Islamist
detainees. If the demands weren’t met within twelve hours of the video’s post, the hostage would
die by the dull edge of a knife.What made the hostage so valuable to American sources was that
he had damning information against top Iranian principals, something ISIS didn’t know about or
care to explore.The journalist soon became a primary objective of extraction with Company
informants able to pinpoint the ISIS stronghold to an abandoned warehouse in south
Jarablus.Immediately a Delta unit was assembled and was in Turkey twelve hours later. Four
hours after that, the team was in the streets of Jarablus working under the cover of darkness and
at the direction of the Hunter.During the early morning hours beneath the delicate glow of a
crescent moon, the Hunter and his unit moved silently through the narrow streets, the points of
their weapons raised to eye level as they used the night-vision lenses of their sights to guide
them. The moment they reached the warehouse’s perimeter, the Hunter raised a closed fist to
hold his team back.The war-torn warehouse was made of concrete, with walls so degraded they
bared the rebar struts underneath. Most of the windows were broken. And the pavement
surrounding the building was lined with a webbing of cracks that mirrored the parched
landscape.The Hunter lowered the stem of his lip mic and whispered, “Gunner.”The response
over his earbud came across as slightly muted. “Right here, Boss.” Gunner was posted on an
adjacent rooftop approximately 300 meters away with an unobstructed view of the warehouse,
sighting long-distance targets through the scope of his Barrett M82A1.“How many
Tangos?”Gunner toyed with the focus knob of his scope and sited two radicals keeping watch
outside the warehouse. A third was posted at the vantage point of the roof’s edge. The sniper
spoke softly into his lip mic. “I have three,” he said. “One on the roof. Two below.”“Get us
there.”“Copy that.” The sniper centered the man on the roof within the crosshairs of his scope,
slowed his breathing, and pulled the trigger. The point of the rifle bucked marginally as it went off



in a loud spit, the round crossing the distance in less than a split second and knocking the man
off his feet and away from the roof’s edge.The two standing below were unaware that their
numbers had decreased by one.“Target One neutralized,” said Gunner, realigning his shot and
drawing a bead on the second target standing by the warehouse door. When the third insurgent
proceeded to conduct a perimeter check and rounded the bend, Gunner pulled the
trigger.Phffft.The second man went down like a boneless heap the moment the bullet punched
through center mass.“Target Two neutralized.” Gunner took aim on the third man, processed the
moment, and pulled the trigger.Phffft.The third man staggered a few feet on coltish legs before
he finally fell face-first against the pavement.Three shots.Three kills.“All tangos down,” Gunner
reported.The Hunter resumed point position and led his team toward the warehouse, the Deltas
moving across the lot with their weapons raised to the ready position. When they reached the
door, they found it locked by an enforced deadbolt.The Hunter motioned to his detonation expert
who applied a small Semtex pad over the lock area, corded it, and signaled to the Deltas to
stand back.The moment the specialist pressed the detonation button on the remote, the pad
went off with a bright flash that was accompanied by a muffled blast.The door kicked inward,
and the Deltas poured into the warehouse searching for hostiles.Divided into two teams, the
group fanned out, taking to the shadows, weapons searching the catwalks and upper tiers.
Others explored the main level using the lens of their NVG scopes to guide them.At the top of
the warehouse, just below the roofline, a cold blue light filtered through broken windows, almost
directing them towards the rear of the warehouse where muted voices could be heard coming
from behind closed doors.The Hunter stopped and listened, then pointed to the area of
engagement. “All teams converge,” he whispered into his lip mic. “Gunner, maintain the
perimeter. Two minutes. I repeat: two minutes.”“Copy that.”When the Deltas moved forward with
their weapons raised, the sound of the voices grew louder.Beneath the crack of a chamber door,
light fanned across the warehouse floor. Two panes of glass no larger than sheets of paper
flanked the entryway, but they were so badly oxidized that it was difficult to see inside the
room.The Hunter placed a cupped hand over the mouthpiece of his lip mic indicating that
silence from this point on was paramount. He looked at his watch: they had ninety seconds left to
achieve the means.The Hunter stepped within the light, trying to steal a glimpse through the
glass. But the milky tarnish of the pane was so thick the glass was opaque. The images on the
other side were smoky shapes, vague and nondescript.He stepped back and signaled for
another Semtex pad to be placed over the point of entry, then gestured that the breach was to be
followed up with a pair of flashbangs.Having trained to the point where their actions became
voluntary rather than practiced, every member of the company understood their role and would
execute it with precision.The Hunter raised three fingers and began to tick them off.He lowered
one finger: Two.Then another: One.When he lowered his last finger and turned his hand into a
balled fist the Semtex went off, the door swung wide, and two flashbangs were immediately
tossed into the room. In designed coordination the Deltas entered the chamber and fanned out,
each locking onto a target and taking them down with bursts to center mass.Muzzle flashes and



the smell of gunpowder filled the air as bodies slumped to the floor. Screams erupted, only to be
cut off summarily. Others died, surprised by their mortality, their mouths forming perfect Os of
mute protest a moment before the gunshots found their precise marks.In the end, there was
nothing but silence.No more screams.No more doors flying open in warning.No more cries of
surprise or sudden revelation.Only a complete and absolute silence descended like a pall,
something weighted and heavy.As soon as it was determined that all insurgents had been
rendered as dispatched, the Hunter called out, “Clear!”Beneath the feeble light cast from a
single cord-hanging bulb, a man sat in the middle of the room stripped down to his underwear.
His face was bruised with one eye swollen shut. The other eye, however, darted from side to side
and took everything in with absorption. Across his mouth was a strip of duct tape, which the
Hunter peeled aside.“What’s your name?” the Hunter asked him.The man tried to whisper
through split and ragged lips, his face unrecognizable from the pictures on his
dossier.“Warren . . . Tanner,” he managed.The Hunter nodded. The primary objective had been
achieved. The package was now in their possession.The Hunter clicked on his lip mic.
“Gunner?”“Yeah, Boss.”“We have the asset and are moving to the extraction point with an ETA of
one minute.”“Copy that. Night Stalkers notified.”“Copy.”The Night Stalkers were Delta Force’s
elite group of night fliers. In the trade of military pilots, there were none better than this
group.When the Hunter circled his finger in the air, Delta team spurred themselves into motion
knowing what to do and when to do it without direction. Tanner was hoisted onto the shoulders of
a Delta in a fireman’s carry, preparing him for the sprint to the withdrawal point.The moment
Hunter radioed Gunner that the team was on their way, a bullet rang out from the shadows, a
perfect shot, perhaps one of luck that caught the Hunter just below the lining of his flak jacket.
The bullet passed through his lower extremities and exited an inch above his hipbone, leaving
an exit wound the size of a peach.Suddenly, the Hunter’s world slowed, the almost-stillness of a
bad dream descending upon his reality. As the driving impact of the bullet spun him around, he
saw the face of his attacker perched between a stack of crates. A boy of ten, maybe eleven,
stood at the fringe of the bulb’s light holding a rifle. It was someone they missed—a boy
possessed with ideologies so corrupt that for a quick moment in time when the Hunter went to
his knees, he knew there would be no redemption for the child since war was so
unforgiving.Voices called out, words that sounded distant and hollow as if crying coming from
the other end of a long tunnel.Then a sudden burst of gunfire was followed by silence and the
acrid odor of spent gunpowder.The Hunter faintly remembered falling to the floor, but not the
moment of impact as the periphery of his vision started to turn black and closed in, the edges of
his sight finally pinching shut to a point the size of a speck.The Hunter’s world grew darker, and
his body erupted into a tabernacle of pain. A good sign, he thought. At least I’m still alive.But
then his pain began to diminish to a cold and terrifying numbness.And then his sight was
gone.His world was black.There was no Ethereal Light of Loving Spirits.No flashbacks of his
life.No love or joy and sorrows.Just darkness.And from this darkness came a distant voice.
“You’re going to be all right, Jericho.”The Hunter wanted to smile.But he couldn’t.“You’re going to



be just fine.”It was the last thing the Hunter heard, and it was enough.Chapter OneNine Days
after Jarablus ExtractionThe Izmir Air Station is a strategically located military base run by the
U.S. Air Force 320 kilometers from Istanbul. Since its position is close to the Aegean Sea, it has
direct access to the Middle East. But when the United States provoked and turned against
Turkey during their conflict with Cyprus, the Turkish government closed down all the American
bases on its territory except for Izmir, which—even though it’s run by the U.S. Air Force—strictly
concentrates on NATO activities.Inside the installation sits the Izmir Medical Center, with
construction influenced by different architectural flavors—castle-stone walls, contemporary
glass adornments, a stained-glass Pavilion with deeply contrasting colors to serve as its
entryway. And for the past six-plus decades it has served as a clinic for NATO servicemen.In a
private room on the fifth floor, Warren Tanner was resting in a bed with its top half elevated to a
45-degree angle so he could see out the window.During his captivity in Jarablus, he’d been so
severely beaten by his captors that his left cheekbone had been broken, and the cornea of his
left eye completely red from broken blood vessels. His jaw, also shattered, had been wired shut.
But as incapacitated as he was, Warren Tanner was continuously mined for intel by U.S. Military
and intel principals regarding Iranian officials, who reportedly met with a man by the name of
Nikolai Federov. Federov was believed to be a key supplier of weapons-grade plutonium that
went unrecorded or unchecked by the International Atomic Energy Agency, the IAEA. Since Iran
had reported that the startup of their nuclear power plants was for energy resources and not
weapons construction, it still begged the question as to why certain Iranian principals were
prospecting for high-grade plutonium without the knowledge of the IAEA.Of course, the
assumption was a simple one: covert actions often led to a program of deception. And Iran’s
program was to produce a WMD under the unsuspecting eyes of U.N. inspectors at a
clandestine facility.When Company men asked Tanner if he had any proof of this, he nodded in
the affirmative since he was incapable of speaking, so he typed his responses on a
tablet.Apparently, after taking photos of the assembly between the principals and before his
abduction, he emailed the photos to several locations before wiping the cyber paths clean. But
he did bring up one account for the experts to substantiate his point.The photos were accurate,
and the players were clearly identified. Nikolai Federov was a man of profitable means and a
kingpin in the black market that originated from Volgograd, Russia. In the second photo, Iranian
captains of industry and political chiefs were identified sitting in council at a small restaurant just
outside of Istanbul, along with Abdul Mohammed al-Zahir, a major player in the ISIS
regime.Additional photos showed men in conversation and then men shaking hands, all
suggesting that a deal had been consummated and agreed upon. But a problem remained.
These photos only lent themselves to speculation, not fact.After the mining of data, Tanner was
informed by the intel heads that the information provided, including the photos, was now
regarded as classified intelligence.When Tanner was conscripted to write a feature about ISIS in
America and directed by a source to specifically shadow al-Zahir, he knew he had fallen on
untold wealth when al-Zahir met with Nikolai Federov and chief ballistic engineers in Istanbul. He



immediately saw literary honors and the privileges that came with them, such as the prestige
that brought notice to the heads of the Times and the Post. So, he prepared himself for such
mining efforts and decided to stay in his position to report his findings to the public, which he
was granted under the protective powers of the First Amendment.But Tanner had quickly been
informed otherwise and the communication from intel leaders was quite clear: this was now a
matter of national security which trumps everything, even constitutional rights.If Tanner could
have smiled, he might have, knowing as soon as he was stateside, he would follow through with
his storyline because of the upside it would provide his career.On the wall, the clock read 11:34
a.m. For some reason, the day was crawling by with glacial slowness. But as Tanner looked out
the window, he noted a deep blue sky. In the distance, he could see flowers steeped in vibrant
colors of red, yellow and purple from well-maintained gardens, all of which reminded him that the
free world was a beautiful place and that he was still a part of it.He would never take life for
granted again.“Mr. Tanner, good morning, sir. And how are you today?”The nurse spoke with a
clipped accent, one that Tanner couldn’t quite place as he offered him a thumbs-up. I’m
good.“That’s excellent,” the nurse said, approaching the bed and examining his chart. “Is the
morphine dulling the pain enough to keep you comfortable?”Warren Tanner studied the nurse,
whose most outstanding feature was an old scar that ran laterally down his cheek to his top lip,
the scarring pulling down the corner of his lower eyelid enough to expose the glistening pink
tissue within.“Mr. Tanner, is the morphine dulling the pain enough to keep you comfortable?” the
nurse repeated.Tanner gave a one-shoulder shrug, a half-hearted yes-and-no answer.The nurse
smiled. “The discomfort won’t last much longer,” he told him. “All injuries mend. All wounds heal.”
He removed a syringe from the shirt pocket of his green scrubs, removed the cap, squeezed the
plunger until a string of fluid arced through the air, and brought the point of the needle to the
plastic line that connected Tanner’s arm to the saline bag. “This will dull the pain, Mr. Tanner,
even more than the morphine.”He pricked the tube and depressed the plunger, adding the
chemical to the line. When the syringe was empty, he removed and capped it before returning it
to his pocket. “You’ll begin to feel the effects momentarily now,” he said. “You’ll be fine.”But
Tanner wasn’t fine. In less than ten seconds he could feel an odd warmth spreading along his
arm and to his shoulder, the added dose now working its way to his extremities. Suddenly his
arm became leaded and heavy as a burning sensation started to course through his veins with
white-hot pain. Attempting to reach across with his free hand to pull the tube free, Tanner locked
eyes with the nurse, who casually grabbed hold of his arm and pinned it to the bed.“Now, now
Mr. Tanner. It’ll be fine.” As the nurse spoke, his artificial smile remained intact.Tanner started to
panic as his body began to go numb and gelatinous, his strength ebbing. He tried to cry out. But
he couldn’t. His tongue, his vocal cords, his lips, everything failed him. And just like that all his
power and ability succumbed to the effects, leaving Tanner incapable of raising even the tip of
his finger.“That’s it,” the nurse said soothingly. “Everything will be just fine.” He released Tanner,
who followed the nurse with his eyes as the nurse removed the syringe and cap from his pocket
and held the needle up to display. “I gave you a paralytic sedative,” he told him. “It has come to



my understanding that you feel morally obligated to inform the people about Mr. Federov, as well
as his newfound friends of Iranian persuasion.” When his lips parted, he revealed irregular rows
of teeth that were as small and yellow as kernels of corn. “Well, Mr. Tanner, I’m here to inform you
that I’m obligated to see that this doesn’t happen unless we want it to.”Tanner tried to scream,
but his attempts sounded guttural.“Shh-shh-shh,” the nurse said, bringing a finger to Tanner’s
lips. “It’s going to be all right, Mr. Tanner. Believe me when I say that death is a stop that we all
have to make someday. Wouldn’t you agree?”Tanner’s eyes flared to the size of Communion
wafers.“Yes, of course. You do agree, Mr. Tanner. I can see it in your eyes.” The nurse withdrew
the plunger, drawing air into the syringe. “Now this will only take a second.”Ward Tanner tried to
move, but he was rendered completely impotent as the nurse brought the point of the needle to
the tube, pierced it, pushed in the plunger, thereby forcing air into the line.“Just a few more
moments, Mr. Tanner, and it’ll be all over. I do hope that you’re a spiritual man.”Tanner tracked
the air bubbles that moved along the tube’s length.“Dying by venous air embolism, Mr. Tanner,
will be painful at first. But the sensation is a quick one, I assure you.”The bubbles moved closer
to the vein.“Goodbye, Mr. Tanner. I couldn’t very well leave you to fulfill your moral obligation
since it would get in the way of the cause, now could I? I just wanted you to know that since it’s
important to me that you understand why I’m doing this. The opportunity you presented me and
the people I work for can never be exposed. Not even for personal glory to a journalist such as
yourself, I’m afraid.”Tanner didn’t know what the man was talking about. Nor did he care as the
bubbles began to enter his vein.“Goodbye, Mr. Tanner,” the nurse said quietly.A moment later
Tanner felt a deep stab in his chest as the bubbles caused his heart to clench and seize one final
time.The journalist, who would become one of many in a cause that would lead to war, was
dead.Chapter TwoForward Operating Base (FOB) SykesNorthern Iraqi province of
NinewahTwelve Days after Jarablus ExtractionAfter a bullet nearly took his life, Jon Jericho was
flown to the in Turkey for a life-saving procedure that ultimately cost him a kidney and part of his
large intestine. Once Jericho was considered healthy enough for transport, he was taken to the
Sykes Medical Facility at the Forward Operating Base located in the Northern Iraqi province of
Ninewah.Sitting up in an adjustable bed, Jericho was watching old sitcoms from the seventies, a
time before he was born, that had been prerecorded and networked throughout the medical
facility. After tolerating four half-hour segments of campy shows with canned laughter, Jericho
shut off the TV. He wished he was somewhere else.The Command Sergeant Major’s name was
Dave Baumgartner, the in-house leader who received his TS (top secret) orders from the highest
chain of command, then directed his team through Jericho, who acted as his chief field operator.
The man had the look of a seasoned vet to him with a flattop edging toward ash gray, and the
deep lines of wizened crow’s feet inching away from eyes that had seen countless skirmishes
play out on the battlefield. To every man in the unit, this man, Baumgartner, was Father.“How are
you feeling, Jon?” Baumgartner sounded less humorless. “Are you okay?”“I’m as fine as fine can
be. Considering.”Baumgartner nodded. “It was close,” he said. “And I do mean close.”“So, what’s
going to happen to me?” Jon asked.“To Germany for rehab, when the wounds heal.”Jon Jericho



laid his head against the pillow and stared at the ceiling, noting the pinprick holes in the acoustic
tile. For his entire life he had romanticized the idea about becoming a soldier with limitless
bounds in his skillset—always learning and training. He had wanted to know about combat so he
had taken up martial arts and kept at it until no one could best him. But in the end, Jericho had
been taken out by a child instilled with the hatred of older brethren.He closed his eyes. Then
opened them. “And the kid who did this to me?” he asked, pointing to the bandage covering the
angry wound where the surgeons had to pare back the flesh to reconnect his bowel. There was
another dressing on his back, one to cover the injury after pieces of his ruined kidney had to be
removed with the tips of a surgical tong.“It’s war,” Baumgartner finally said. “I think you know the
answer.”Jericho did. He knew that war held no prejudices about who lived, who died. “And what
about me?” He continued to stare at the ceiling.Baumgartner hesitated a moment before
speaking. “This isn’t easy for me to say, Jon,” he finally answered.Jericho didn’t react. He simply
lay there, looking up.“Your wounds are more than superficial,” Baumgartner stated evenly. “The
Evaluation Board has determined that you would have to be reassigned to active duty working
stateside. But your days in the field as a specialized operative, Jon, are over . . . I’m sorry.”Jericho
sighed. “Baum, you know I can’t be a desk jockey,” he answered without emotion.“I know. I told
them that. But protocol is protocol. The offer still stands for stateside, however.”“I think I’ll
pass.”There was a pause between them before Baumgartner spoke. “There’ll be compensation,
of course. You’ll receive—”Jericho raised a halting hand, not wanting to hear anything additional,
nothing to bring him any lower than he was already feeling at the moment.“I wish there was more
I could do,” Baumgartner stated.Jericho gave him a half-smile. “I know you tried,” he said.“I did. I
went to bat for you and swung for the fences. But I whiffed. Wish I could say that the Hunter was
still leading my unit.”“I know you tried,” Jericho repeated. “And no team could ask for a better
command leader than you, Baum.”“And no unit could ask for a better team leader. The Hunter
will always be remembered by the Deltas as being the best of the best. You’ve earned
that.”“Thanks.”“I just wish the news was better.”But it’s not, Jericho thought.“So, what will you
do?” asked Baumgartner. “Stateside, I mean.”Jericho shrugged, which caused him to wince in
pain. “I’ll live a civilian lifestyle,” he said. “I’ll be with my girlfriend and be a father to her son. A
really good kid. Maybe we’ll get married. There’s just so much to think about right now.”“You’re
right,” Baumgartner said. “And you have a whole lifetime ahead of you. But, Jon, some people
have a hard time transitioning from one lifestyle to another. I see it happen all the time. It’s not
going to be easy. And it doesn’t happen overnight.”“So, I’ve heard.” Jericho turned to him. “Baum,
please make sure you tell the guys I’ll miss them.”Baumgartner offered his one-sided smile, one
of pity and sadness. “They already know, Jon. In fact, they wanted me to tell you that the Hunter
will be with them on every mission run in spirit.”“I appreciate that,” he returned.Baumgartner
stood and looked down at Jon. “I just want you to know that you have my unadulterated respect.
We couldn’t have pulled off half the missions we did if it wasn’t for you. I mean that, Jon. You
were different, better. Still are. The only one who’ll be happy not to see the Hunter return will be
the enemy.”“At least someone will be happy,” he joked.Baumgartner followed up with feigned



laughter. But when the laughter faded, he said, “If there’s anything I can do, Jon, you let me
know, okay?”Jericho faced him. “One last thing,” he started. “How’s the asset doing? I need to
know if the mission was worth my career.”“Apparently, this guy Tanner was the centerpiece of
interest from Company men—had a lot of intel.”“Beneficial, I hope,” Jon said simply. “I’d hate to
think my time in the theater was destroyed for anything less.”“I’m assuming they got what they
needed—although Tanner was found dead in his bed three days ago from a venous embolism.
Someone shot him up with a paralytic agent, then pumped him with air bubbles that eventually
killed him.”Jericho appeared perplexed. “You think the Company did this to keep him quiet after
he’d been mined?”“I thought the same thing at first. But the CIA was looking to validate the
partial evidence Tanner gave them as he was recuperating. I was told that they were planning to
bring him back to Langley to pull additional information as soon as he was stable enough for
transport.”They pinned each other with stares for a long moment.Then from Baumgartner: “You
take care, Jon. The guys and I will stay in touch.”Jericho gave him a nod. “Thanks for stopping
by, Baum. I appreciate it.”“You know I wouldn’t pass up a moment to spend with the Hunter.”
Baumgartner smiled. Then he left, leaving Jon to weigh his options as his mythical status in
military folklore turned into a legacy.Jericho sighed, laid his head back, and closed his eyes.He
would return to Virginia to be with Justine and her son, Micyl, and begin to build a world that
would become their haven.What Jon Jericho didn’t know, however, was that the world—-no
matter what corner of the planet they lived on—-would never be truly safe.Chapter
ThreeLeesburg, Virginia(Same Day) Twelve Days after Jarablus ExtractionJustine Vickman was
the Chief Medical Examiner in Washington, D.C. who served as the spokesperson in high-profile
cases for the media. She had held that position for the past seven years after having been
appointed to the position of CME by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, who had found her
highly recommended by not only the Minister of Justice but the Solicitor General as well.She
was young, ambitious, but not the type of ‘ambitious’ who would throw acolytes under the bus to
climb the proverbial ladder of achievement.Two years ago, she received the confidence of the
President of the United States when a congressman was found dead inside a restroom in the
Capitol building, taken out by an apparent gunshot wound to the head.Conspiracy theories
quickly arose since the congressman was a known political nemesis of President Meacham,
having called Meacham out several times in the media on matters regarding the safety
measures on foreign and domestic fronts, only to make a name for himself with the press so that
he could rise in polls for a later run at a seat in the Senate. When he was found dead and the
finger-pointing turned towards Meacham’s administration, it was Justine who discovered trace
evidence that redirected accusing fingers to the congressman’s wife. She’d recently found out he
was having an affair with an intern half his age. And with that, the media redirected as well,
turning their focus to the mysterious lover and the killer wife, all great fodder for the press. In the
end, President Meacham found himself quite grateful for her efforts.And for those years while
she fell into her work, Justine also loved a man across the seas that fought for America’s safety.
When she learned of Jon’s return to the United States, the moment had been bittersweet. Less



than two weeks ago Jon had been severely wounded and nearly killed. And when she spoke to
him on the phone, she could hear the saddened tone in his voice about being pulled from active
duty. But she also told him that he would be leaving one true love for another, “Me.”“Yeah, but
which one is the true love?” he teased, then sweet banter and laughter followed.But the moment
Justine dropped the phone in its cradle, she knew how difficult the transition from one life to
another would be for Jon. For as long as she had known him, all he ever talked about was joining
Special Forces and saving the world in far-off lands. And to a degree that’s what he did—saved
the world in missions he couldn’t confide to her about. He also couldn’t tell her of the fraternity
he was a part of. All Justine knew—the only thing Jon allowed her to know—was that she was
always the focus of his thoughts and that these thoughts were what got him through his
missions.And for Justine Vickman, that was enough.When she first met Jon Jericho, she thought
he was more ‘cute’ than handsome. He was tall, just north of six feet, with bottle-green eyes that
were a much deeper shade of emerald. He was also a man who carried with him an inner
strength that could not be seen nor heard—a presence of command that came off of Jon like
something warm and alive, an aura.He was real and true and stood at the opposite end of the
spectrum regarding the men in her life. Her ex-husband—a person of zero integrity who thought
her worth was equal to the cost of the zirconia ring he proposed to her with, and then telling her
that it was a five-carat diamond of the highest quality when it wasn’t even worth the cost of the
receipt it was printed on—could never hold a candle to someone like Jon Jericho.But as much
as she had come to love him, she knew that she would never be number one in his life, which is
why they didn’t get married. Not because the relationship was missing the shared love that was
necessary to keep it alive. It was because of the grave danger of his occupation, with both
realizing that there may come a day when their last conversation might be their last
conversation.But not anymore. Jon Jericho was coming home. And he would be by her side as
much as she was by his. Even with all the skirmishes and firefights that Jon had been through,
Justine figured this personal battle on the home-front may also be one of the toughest that he
would ever have to wage.Suddenly there was a loud bang against the floor above her, which was
quickly followed by another, and then a third that was enough to draw her attention up. “Ms.
Baylor!” she cried out.Footsteps traipsed across the second-tier landing, then the resident
caretaker looked over the mahogany banister. “The boy’s fine, Ma’am.” With her across-the-pond
accent, the word ‘ma’am’ sounded like ‘mum.’ “He’s fine now. Just a little upset, is all. Micyl had
himself a wee tantrum and kicked his feet against the floor.”“Why is he upset?”“Not sure,
Ma’am.”Justine nodded and took the stairs casually. When she entered Micyl’s bedroom, he was
sitting on the floor waving the palm of his hand back and forth across his face. But his eyes didn’t
appear to follow the motion.She sat beside him and raked her fingers through his hair. When she
did, Micyl continued to wave his hand back and forth like the needle of a metronome.“Is
everything all right, Ma’am?” asked the caretaker.Justine smiled. “Everything’s fine, Ms. Baylor.
Thank you.”Ms. Baylor nodded and left the room, softly closing the door behind her.Justine
continued to stroke Micyl’s head as he fanned his hand across his face.“Daddy’s coming home,”



she told him. Though Jon Jericho was not Micyl’s real father, he was more of a father to the child
than the real one who’d simply walked out of the boy’s life and called him ‘defective.’ Micyl’s
father had even called into question whether the boy was his, at one time stating that autism on
any level didn’t run in his family tree. He had denied Micyl and cast him off as the product of an
extramarital affair, which was a lie. The bastard had just needed an excuse to create as much
distance from them as possible as he ran into the arms of another.But Justine didn’t care. In fact,
Jon was a much better father and treated the boy as his own. When Micyl was detached and
unreachable, Jon was able to break through whatever wall Micyl had built between him and the
world to evoke a response, whether it be a marginal smile or a simple embrace. Whatever the
case may be, Jon Jericho was able to knock his way through the mental barriers that pediatric
neurologists couldn’t even begin to chip away at.And she knew that deep down the boy loved
him, showing what he could when he could.“Daddy’s coming home,” she repeated lightly. “He’s
coming home so that we can be a family for real. Just you, me and daddy.”In her mind’s eye, it
was the perfect development of living a dream and being forever linked romantically with
someone she could grow old with.But in time and by no fault of her own, Justine Vickman would
soon realize that reality always had its price. Just when life was about to take on the role of a
fairytale come true for her, she would find herself caught within the political crosshairs of
Washington’s most powerful people.She would become a pawn in a national agenda where her
life was seen as something insignificant and to be used for the good of the cause.Someone who
would be expendable.Lovingly, she continued to rake her fingers through Micyl’s raven-colored
hair and smiled. “Daddy’s coming home,” she said again, the repetitive phrasing sounding
almost like a mantra.Daddy’s coming home.Chapter FourLandstuhl Regional Medical Center
(LRMC)Landstuhl, Germany(One Week Later) Nineteen Days after Jarablus ExtractionBeing
young also meant being resilient. As soon as Jon Jericho was transferred to the LRMC, he
immediately engaged himself with extensive work activities to promote the image to the military
brass that relieving him of his command was the wrong thing to do.After his arrival to Landstuhl,
he proved to be strong and quick to heal. But if the brass were watching, then they turned a blind
eye to his efforts because Jericho received an order affirming that he was to be shipped
stateside within days. After that he refused to showcase himself any further, accepting that the
curtain had finally come down over his career. He didn’t perform a single push-up, sit-up, or pull-
up. He simply waited to go back home to Virginia to start a new Chapter in his life.The transition
would be excruciating. Jericho knew this. Wartime missions and simple home living, at least in
his opinion, existed on opposite ends of a spectrum that allowed for common ground. He
preferred the former.As he sat on the edge of his bed looking into a mirror, Jericho tried to look
at this change optimistically. He had a wonderful woman waiting for him in Virginia and a boy he
considered to be his son.And he tried to work with the belief that change would be good for him,
and that what was coming was meant to be. But the soldier in him encouraged warring emotions
to seesaw, with Jon serving as a fulcrum trying to find the balance between warrior and
pacifist.Ignoring the duffel bag packed beside his bed and the finality it represented, Jericho got



up and stood before the full-length mirror, raising the tails of his shirt to reveal an angry red
scar.It was a neat, straight line with pinprick holes for suture marks surrounding it. Jericho’s
backside, however, had the hangover of the entry-point wound that ended up healing like a
seven-pointed star, an ugly-looking injury that once served as the gateway to pull his kidney out
in pieces.After sighing through his nose in disgust, he lowered his shirt, sat on the edge of the
bed, and thought of Justine and Micyl as he stared at his reflection from across the room. They
were his family now, not the boys of Delta.Perhaps peace will serve me better, he thought.But
peace would elude him.And war would follow.Chapter FiveCambridge, MassachusettsFour
months after Jarablus ExtractionIf a person had ever looked nervous and rather conspicuous in
his surroundings, it was a man by the name of Rupert Timms, a tech employee at SystemTek, a
major defense contractor for the United States that was located seven miles west of Cambridge,
Massachusetts.For several years he had been a major participant in the development of the
Nike System, which was later replaced with the Patriot System—another of his key
developments in America’s anti-ballistic missile program.But since Patriot systems had been
sold to countries like Egypt, Israel, Kuwait, the Netherlands, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and Spain, it
was being viewed as something antiquated and passed along like a hand-me-down piece of
clothing. Now the burden had been placed upon Timms and his team to come up with
something bigger, stronger and faster. What Timms came up with was something visionary—a
piece of hardware that could revolutionize warfare.Timms had been sitting outside of a coffee
shop in Harvard Square nursing a cappuccino, when a voice with a clipped accent spoke from
behind, causing him to start.“My apologies for being late,” the man stated drily. But he wasn’t
late. Not really. He’d been watching Timms for a long time, making sure that he was alone and
that no one was keeping watch. Only when he was confident that Timms was by himself did he
decide to come forward.Timms motioned for his contact to take the seat beside him. “You got the
money?” he asked.“I have what you asked for,” the man returned, taking the seat and laying a
laptop by the resin chair.“All of it?”“Mr. Timms, you need to relax.”Timms looked nervous as
beads of sweat began to pop up on his wide forehead. And his pallor was starting to turn a sickly
shade identical to the underbelly of a fish, that of light gray.“Do you have the piece I requested?”
the visitor asked.Timms was drawn to the man’s scar and the way it drew the corner of his eye
down to reveal the pink underneath.“Do you have the piece I requested?” the man
repeated.Timms nodded. Then he reached inside the inner pocket of his jacket, produced a
flash drive, and held it up to display. “Have you got the money?”“Of course,” the man said,
smiling gingerly. He reached inside his coat and produced a thick envelope containing ten
thousand dollars, along with photos of his mother and two half-sisters, and laid them on the
table between them. “Everything we agreed upon, Mr. Timms, is inside that envelope.
Everything. But only after I examine the contents on that flash drive.” Then he reached his hand
out with his palm up, an invitation for Timms to hand over the drive, which Timms did while
eyeing the envelope.The man with the ruined face grabbed the laptop beside his chair, booted it,
and applied the flash drive.A schematic of the new Icarus missile with every component labeled



in detail surfaced on the screen with more than a thousand pages attached.“Very good, Mr.
Timms. Very good.” After he shut off the computer and put the flash drive in his coat pocket, the
man pointed to the envelope. “I’m as good as my word, Mr. Timms. As you have come through
for me, I have come through for you.”Timms grabbed the envelope and peeled away the flap.
Inside was a stack of hundred-dollar bills. But it wasn’t the money he was interested in. It was the
photos of family members that were taken from a distance of a few feet away without their
knowledge of having been done so.Timms grabbed the photos and began to look through
them.“As you can see, Mr. Timms, the photos of your two half-sisters and your mother were
taken from five feet away. That’s how close we came to wiping out your entire bloodline if you
didn’t cooperate.” The contact pointed to the photos. “They’re simple reminders to keep you
honest and your mouth shut.” Then he pointed to the bundle of cash. “And your cooperation is
not without its reward either, as you can see.”Timms tucked the photos inside the envelope, then
gestured with it toward the man. “Is it all here? The full amount?”The man nodded. “It’s all there,
Mr. Timms.”Timms nodded, then put the envelope in his coat pocket. As soon as he started to
rise from his chair, the visitor waved him back into his seat. He wasn’t quite done.“Where you
work,” he stated, “I assume that the facility maintains and keeps a keen eye on what is
downloaded? And that there is follow-up paperwork and protocols to assure that the data is not
appropriated by those with hostile intent . . . Or from those who wish to profit by stealing
documents.”“I didn’t steal them, you son of a bitch. You forced my hand.”When the visitor smiled,
his face moved in such a way that it pulled at the corner of that one odd eye, the flesh around it
appeared as if it was melting like the tallow of wax. “This may be true,” he admitted before falling
back into his seat. “However, should the authorities learn of this—how we say—appropriation,
they will come after you, yes?”“No. Of course not. I lead the team. I’d be the last person they’d
expect.”“You’re taking things for granted.”“No. I’m not. I covered my tracks very well. I didn’t leave
a single cyber fingerprint behind. There’s no way they can trace anything back to me. None
whatsoever.”“And you’re sure about this?”“I’m positive.”The man with the ruined face doubted
this. Contractors working for the United States government, especially for the DOD, were always
under the microscope. It just takes longer to analyze the matter before pointing a finger at
someone so closely related to the project, given that the usual suspects were often hackers from
overseas. He knew it would only be a matter of time.And that was something the visitor could not
afford.He offered Timms a forced smile. “You may go,” he told him.Timms stood up, addressed
the visitor through clenched teeth, almost hissing as he spoke. “I never want to see you again. Is
that understood? You leave my family alone.”The visitor chose not to speak, but to pin the man
with a stare instead.Timms’ bravado quickly disappeared as he turned and walked away, looking
over his shoulder as he drew distance between them to see if the man remained seated.The
visitor never moved or suggested a parting smile. He simply stared after Timms with neutral eyes
until the little man disappeared into the crowd.When Timms was gone, the man with the ruined
face closed his laptop and left the area, knowing that he was in the final stages of a conspiracy
that would drive nations to war.Chapter SixLynn, MassachusettsSame Day. Two Hours



LaterThere’s a saying about a suburb of Boston called Lynn which goes: Lynn, Lynn the city of
sin. You never come out the way you came in. It’s a tough and rugged area with old buildings and
even older houses. Rent was low, crime was high.But when the man with the scarred face
walked its streets, he was unconcerned. He thought the areas of Gaza and Tel Aviv were much
tougher. Whereas the elderly might stay indoors the moment the sun went down, he found Lynn
to be more of his element, especially at night.In the city’s east side where the tenements were
constructed of aged brick, the scar-faced man took the steps to the third level of a building
where the hallway walls were tagged with wild graffiti, colorful and obscure, and entered his
place, which had a view of a cityscape that had changed little since the late nineteenth
century.The interior of his apartment was sparsely furnished with a beat-up couch and a well-
worn recliner, no TV. The bedrooms had mattresses on the floor, no bedframes, with sheets
piled on them in wild tangles. Not one painting or picture adorned the walls.Inside the bedroom
at the rear of the tenement were tables set against the walls. Computer monitors, PCs and
modems rested on them as wires and cables meandered about with too many cords to count.
Numbers and symbols scrolled along the screens as the language of the data were being
interpreted and processed.When the scar-faced man entered the room, Abe Levine didn’t
bother to turn in his seat. He simply called over his shoulder. “You’re late. Do you have it?”The
scar-faced man removed the flash drive from his pocket and offered it to Levine, one of
Mossad’s best tech operatives, without saying a word.The tech inserted the flash drive and
typed in the commands to bring up the images, more than one thousand pages, along with the
precise schematic of the new Icarus missile, a state-of-the-art carrier for nuclear warheads.As
the e-pages rolled past on the screen, Levine nodded in appreciation. “Excellent,” he said.“Send
this to the principals,” said the scar-faced man. “On a secured line, yes? One that can’t be
traced.”“Of course.”They sent the actual diagrams to their Tel Aviv heads in the Mossad.
Additional plans had already been made to rewrite the schematics that would turn the project
into something inoperable after modifying and corrupting the graphic files so that anyone
receiving the file thereafter wouldn’t be able to piece together a bicycle.But readjustments would
take time.“How long?”Levine shrugged. “Several hours. Maybe until morning.”“Make it so. Until
then, I need you to download these plans to a second flash drive, and the document I created
earlier this morning before meeting with Timms. You’ll find the document as a desktop file under
‘letter.’”Levine turned in his chair. “You need to rest, Scorpio. You haven’t slept in what, two
days?”“I can’t afford to sleep,” he informed him. “Not now. Not when I have loose ends to tie
up.”“We can’t afford you to get sloppy, either.”“You do what you have to do,” he said. “I’ll do what I
have to do. Don’t worry.” Almost as an aside, he asked, “What can you tell me about
Washington?”Levine returned to the monitor and began to download the documents requested
by Scorpio onto a second thumb drive. With his back to the scar-faced man, he stated, “As far as
we know, the Chinese delegates are on schedule to meet with President Meacham in four days.
So there’s plenty of time.”“If there’s one thing that I’ve learned, Abraham, it’s that there is never
plenty of time. Time is never to be considered a luxury. Not ever.”After handing the newly loaded



drive to Scorpio, the man walked out of the room and entered a bedroom where he removed a
lockbox hidden beneath some loose boards inside a closet. He removed a Glock from the box,
fitted it with a suppressor, seated a magazine, and then racked the slide, loading a bullet into the
chamber. After securing the weapon inside his shoulder holster, he stood before a mirror and
examined himself carefully, making sure the firearm was well hidden beneath his jacket. Then he
turned his head very slowly to appraise the scar on his face, focusing on the downward pull at
the corner of his eye.The injury always drew unwanted attention at what seemed to be the most
critical times of an operation, which often made his job more difficult. His face was describable
when it shouldn’t be.Slowly, he raised a fingertip to the point of the scar just below his eye and
traced the flaw to the corner of his lip, the act bringing up aged memories.And Scorpio
remembered everything.It was a hot day in Ramallah, the sun almost white-hot when he
boarded a bus with his mother and brother. She had removed one shoe to massage her aching
foot, while his brother sat next to her looking out the window. From where he sat at the rear of the
bus, Scorpio watched a man board—his coat much too bulky for such a warm day—and take a
seat several rows ahead of Scorpio and his family. As the bus moved along its route, picking up
passengers and filling to capacity, Scorpio could not take his eyes off this man.The passenger
appeared nervous, his brow slick with sweat as he took several glances around him. The man
then raised his hand with a switch that was to be depressed with his thumb and cried: “Allahu
Akbar!” Allah is great!Just as Scorpio was about to turn to his mother and ask her who Allah was,
the man pushed the button.Suddenly the world around him moved painfully slow as he watched
the man break apart into countless pieces—what was one minute before was now pink mist.
Flame and pressure blew out the walls of the bus. People sitting close to the man disappeared
within the licks of fire and ash. Piercing screams filled the air while acrid smoke hung thick in the
cloying air.Everything moved in slow motion and strangely fast at once, with a sharp shard of
metal propelling through the air and catching the boy along the cheek, gashing a horrible bone-
exposing wound that would forever mark him through life.After that, he could only remember
seeing a swatch of blue sky tainted with greasy black smoke, and the heat of a nearby fire
burning his wounded flesh.When he awoke a few days later, he did so to the haggard face of his
father whose skin hung as loose as a rubber mask. And it was at this moment that he finally felt
the agonies of his pain. With second-degree burns over thirty percent of his body and the cruel
slash along his face, the boy didn’t know yet in that instant that he was lucky. For one last
moment, he was free of the real pain to come when he learned that the blast had killed his
mother and brother.When he asked why the man on the bus did what he did, his father told
him.That was the day he learned what life would be like for a Jew living in a land of open
hostilities.So, he grew up in Israel ridiculed by his kind because of his disfigurement and became
hardened.Delving into books to find escape, he also found knowledge. He also learned martial
arts, anything that would give him the edge in combat, along with the weaponry skills that these
disciplines could teach.When he was drafted into the military, he quickly caught the attention of
the leading principals in charge of the Lohamah Psichlogit—the component of the Mossad that



was responsible for psychological warfare, propaganda, and deception operations—and the
Kidon, an elite group of assassins made up of former commandos from IDF Special Forceswho
operated under the Caesarea branch of the organization.Soon thereafter he disappeared from
the grid with commands from higher-ups that no questions were to be asked.So, none were.In
time his identity had been erased and all communication terminated, with the exception of those
within the circle of the Lohamah Psichlogit and the Kidon, from whom he took his orders.A
fingertip remained steady at the corner of his upturned lip a moment before he finally lowered his
hand, with his image reflecting a constant reminder that the scar was a vestige of constant war.
He was a soldier and a ghost who worked under the waving banner as one of Israel’s fighting
elite.Turning from his image, Scorpio left the apartment. He knew sleep would elude him. So, he
walked the streets of Lynn fueled by an adrenaline that would keep him going for days.Soon he’d
be in Washington, D.C. And once he dealt with the Chinese delegates, he knew there would be
plenty of time to sleep.In fact, he would have all the time in the world.Chapter SevenLeesburg,
VirginiaSame Day, Early EveningFor the past three-plus months that Jon Jericho was home,
transitioning from one life to another had proved difficult. He went from saving the world to
feeding the city. For two months he’d been a truck driver delivering food supplies to upscale
restaurants surrounding the D.C. area. As much as he found the job repetitive and tedious, he
did enjoy the freedom of the road and having to answer to no one until the end of the day, when
he returned the truck to the lot.When he came home to Justine and Micyl, Jon often faked a
smile, made small talk, and then resigned himself to be alone for the rest of the evening in front
of a TV with a beer in his hand.When Justine tried to spark conversation, he would simply nod
his head in agreement, hardly registering a single word she said. He was withdrawing and
becoming detached, she knew this. And it was becoming increasingly difficult, if not frustrating,
to reach Jon as the days went on and his life became routine.Night of the HunterByRick
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Aleppo Province, SyriaFour Months AgoThe enemy often said: if you felt the whisper of breath
on the back of your neck, then you were about to die at the hands of a man they called the
Hunter.In Jarablus, Syria, a land whose people pledged allegiance to the Islamic State after
members of ISIS executed several Jarablus’ civilians, the Hunter was on the move.On this
particular mission, he was acting as point man for Delta Force, the uncontested heavyweight
champs of Special Ops who were considered to be master operators. Even the SEALs involved
with the killing of bin Laden had mentioned they wished to be a part of this group and spoke of



them as gods, calling them the absolute tip of the spear.It was two days ago when members of
ISIS kidnapped an American journalist north of the Syrian border and issued demands to U.S.
authorities, calling for the release of sixteen Islamist detainees. If the demands weren’t met
within twelve hours of the video’s post, the hostage would die by the dull edge of a knife.What
made the hostage so valuable to American sources was that he had damning information
against top Iranian principals, something ISIS didn’t know about or care to explore.The journalist
soon became a primary objective of extraction with Company informants able to pinpoint the
ISIS stronghold to an abandoned warehouse in south Jarablus.Immediately a Delta unit was
assembled and was in Turkey twelve hours later. Four hours after that, the team was in the
streets of Jarablus working under the cover of darkness and at the direction of the Hunter.During
the early morning hours beneath the delicate glow of a crescent moon, the Hunter and his unit
moved silently through the narrow streets, the points of their weapons raised to eye level as they
used the night-vision lenses of their sights to guide them. The moment they reached the
warehouse’s perimeter, the Hunter raised a closed fist to hold his team back.The war-torn
warehouse was made of concrete, with walls so degraded they bared the rebar struts
underneath. Most of the windows were broken. And the pavement surrounding the building was
lined with a webbing of cracks that mirrored the parched landscape.The Hunter lowered the
stem of his lip mic and whispered, “Gunner.”The response over his earbud came across as
slightly muted. “Right here, Boss.” Gunner was posted on an adjacent rooftop approximately 300
meters away with an unobstructed view of the warehouse, sighting long-distance targets through
the scope of his Barrett M82A1.“How many Tangos?”Gunner toyed with the focus knob of his
scope and sited two radicals keeping watch outside the warehouse. A third was posted at the
vantage point of the roof’s edge. The sniper spoke softly into his lip mic. “I have three,” he said.
“One on the roof. Two below.”“Get us there.”“Copy that.” The sniper centered the man on the roof
within the crosshairs of his scope, slowed his breathing, and pulled the trigger. The point of the
rifle bucked marginally as it went off in a loud spit, the round crossing the distance in less than a
split second and knocking the man off his feet and away from the roof’s edge.The two standing
below were unaware that their numbers had decreased by one.“Target One neutralized,” said
Gunner, realigning his shot and drawing a bead on the second target standing by the warehouse
door. When the third insurgent proceeded to conduct a perimeter check and rounded the bend,
Gunner pulled the trigger.Phffft.The second man went down like a boneless heap the moment
the bullet punched through center mass.“Target Two neutralized.” Gunner took aim on the third
man, processed the moment, and pulled the trigger.Phffft.The third man staggered a few feet on
coltish legs before he finally fell face-first against the pavement.Three shots.Three kills.“All
tangos down,” Gunner reported.The Hunter resumed point position and led his team toward the
warehouse, the Deltas moving across the lot with their weapons raised to the ready position.
When they reached the door, they found it locked by an enforced deadbolt.The Hunter motioned
to his detonation expert who applied a small Semtex pad over the lock area, corded it, and
signaled to the Deltas to stand back.The moment the specialist pressed the detonation button



on the remote, the pad went off with a bright flash that was accompanied by a muffled blast.The
door kicked inward, and the Deltas poured into the warehouse searching for hostiles.Divided
into two teams, the group fanned out, taking to the shadows, weapons searching the catwalks
and upper tiers. Others explored the main level using the lens of their NVG scopes to guide
them.At the top of the warehouse, just below the roofline, a cold blue light filtered through broken
windows, almost directing them towards the rear of the warehouse where muted voices could be
heard coming from behind closed doors.The Hunter stopped and listened, then pointed to the
area of engagement. “All teams converge,” he whispered into his lip mic. “Gunner, maintain the
perimeter. Two minutes. I repeat: two minutes.”“Copy that.”When the Deltas moved forward with
their weapons raised, the sound of the voices grew louder.Beneath the crack of a chamber door,
light fanned across the warehouse floor. Two panes of glass no larger than sheets of paper
flanked the entryway, but they were so badly oxidized that it was difficult to see inside the
room.The Hunter placed a cupped hand over the mouthpiece of his lip mic indicating that
silence from this point on was paramount. He looked at his watch: they had ninety seconds left to
achieve the means.The Hunter stepped within the light, trying to steal a glimpse through the
glass. But the milky tarnish of the pane was so thick the glass was opaque. The images on the
other side were smoky shapes, vague and nondescript.He stepped back and signaled for
another Semtex pad to be placed over the point of entry, then gestured that the breach was to be
followed up with a pair of flashbangs.Having trained to the point where their actions became
voluntary rather than practiced, every member of the company understood their role and would
execute it with precision.The Hunter raised three fingers and began to tick them off.He lowered
one finger: Two.Then another: One.When he lowered his last finger and turned his hand into a
balled fist the Semtex went off, the door swung wide, and two flashbangs were immediately
tossed into the room. In designed coordination the Deltas entered the chamber and fanned out,
each locking onto a target and taking them down with bursts to center mass.Muzzle flashes and
the smell of gunpowder filled the air as bodies slumped to the floor. Screams erupted, only to be
cut off summarily. Others died, surprised by their mortality, their mouths forming perfect Os of
mute protest a moment before the gunshots found their precise marks.In the end, there was
nothing but silence.No more screams.No more doors flying open in warning.No more cries of
surprise or sudden revelation.Only a complete and absolute silence descended like a pall,
something weighted and heavy.As soon as it was determined that all insurgents had been
rendered as dispatched, the Hunter called out, “Clear!”Beneath the feeble light cast from a
single cord-hanging bulb, a man sat in the middle of the room stripped down to his underwear.
His face was bruised with one eye swollen shut. The other eye, however, darted from side to side
and took everything in with absorption. Across his mouth was a strip of duct tape, which the
Hunter peeled aside.“What’s your name?” the Hunter asked him.The man tried to whisper
through split and ragged lips, his face unrecognizable from the pictures on his
dossier.“Warren . . . Tanner,” he managed.The Hunter nodded. The primary objective had been
achieved. The package was now in their possession.The Hunter clicked on his lip mic.



“Gunner?”“Yeah, Boss.”“We have the asset and are moving to the extraction point with an ETA of
one minute.”“Copy that. Night Stalkers notified.”“Copy.”The Night Stalkers were Delta Force’s
elite group of night fliers. In the trade of military pilots, there were none better than this
group.When the Hunter circled his finger in the air, Delta team spurred themselves into motion
knowing what to do and when to do it without direction. Tanner was hoisted onto the shoulders of
a Delta in a fireman’s carry, preparing him for the sprint to the withdrawal point.The moment
Hunter radioed Gunner that the team was on their way, a bullet rang out from the shadows, a
perfect shot, perhaps one of luck that caught the Hunter just below the lining of his flak jacket.
The bullet passed through his lower extremities and exited an inch above his hipbone, leaving
an exit wound the size of a peach.Suddenly, the Hunter’s world slowed, the almost-stillness of a
bad dream descending upon his reality. As the driving impact of the bullet spun him around, he
saw the face of his attacker perched between a stack of crates. A boy of ten, maybe eleven,
stood at the fringe of the bulb’s light holding a rifle. It was someone they missed—a boy
possessed with ideologies so corrupt that for a quick moment in time when the Hunter went to
his knees, he knew there would be no redemption for the child since war was so
unforgiving.Voices called out, words that sounded distant and hollow as if crying coming from
the other end of a long tunnel.Then a sudden burst of gunfire was followed by silence and the
acrid odor of spent gunpowder.The Hunter faintly remembered falling to the floor, but not the
moment of impact as the periphery of his vision started to turn black and closed in, the edges of
his sight finally pinching shut to a point the size of a speck.The Hunter’s world grew darker, and
his body erupted into a tabernacle of pain. A good sign, he thought. At least I’m still alive.But
then his pain began to diminish to a cold and terrifying numbness.And then his sight was
gone.His world was black.There was no Ethereal Light of Loving Spirits.No flashbacks of his
life.No love or joy and sorrows.Just darkness.And from this darkness came a distant voice.
“You’re going to be all right, Jericho.”The Hunter wanted to smile.But he couldn’t.“You’re going to
be just fine.”It was the last thing the Hunter heard, and it was enough.PROLOGUEJarablus, the
Northern Aleppo Province, SyriaFour Months AgoThe enemy often said: if you felt the whisper of
breath on the back of your neck, then you were about to die at the hands of a man they called
the Hunter.In Jarablus, Syria, a land whose people pledged allegiance to the Islamic State after
members of ISIS executed several Jarablus’ civilians, the Hunter was on the move.On this
particular mission, he was acting as point man for Delta Force, the uncontested heavyweight
champs of Special Ops who were considered to be master operators. Even the SEALs involved
with the killing of bin Laden had mentioned they wished to be a part of this group and spoke of
them as gods, calling them the absolute tip of the spear.It was two days ago when members of
ISIS kidnapped an American journalist north of the Syrian border and issued demands to U.S.
authorities, calling for the release of sixteen Islamist detainees. If the demands weren’t met
within twelve hours of the video’s post, the hostage would die by the dull edge of a knife.What
made the hostage so valuable to American sources was that he had damning information
against top Iranian principals, something ISIS didn’t know about or care to explore.The journalist



soon became a primary objective of extraction with Company informants able to pinpoint the
ISIS stronghold to an abandoned warehouse in south Jarablus.Immediately a Delta unit was
assembled and was in Turkey twelve hours later. Four hours after that, the team was in the
streets of Jarablus working under the cover of darkness and at the direction of the Hunter.During
the early morning hours beneath the delicate glow of a crescent moon, the Hunter and his unit
moved silently through the narrow streets, the points of their weapons raised to eye level as they
used the night-vision lenses of their sights to guide them. The moment they reached the
warehouse’s perimeter, the Hunter raised a closed fist to hold his team back.The war-torn
warehouse was made of concrete, with walls so degraded they bared the rebar struts
underneath. Most of the windows were broken. And the pavement surrounding the building was
lined with a webbing of cracks that mirrored the parched landscape.The Hunter lowered the
stem of his lip mic and whispered, “Gunner.”The response over his earbud came across as
slightly muted. “Right here, Boss.” Gunner was posted on an adjacent rooftop approximately 300
meters away with an unobstructed view of the warehouse, sighting long-distance targets through
the scope of his Barrett M82A1.“How many Tangos?”Gunner toyed with the focus knob of his
scope and sited two radicals keeping watch outside the warehouse. A third was posted at the
vantage point of the roof’s edge. The sniper spoke softly into his lip mic. “I have three,” he said.
“One on the roof. Two below.”“Get us there.”“Copy that.” The sniper centered the man on the roof
within the crosshairs of his scope, slowed his breathing, and pulled the trigger. The point of the
rifle bucked marginally as it went off in a loud spit, the round crossing the distance in less than a
split second and knocking the man off his feet and away from the roof’s edge.The two standing
below were unaware that their numbers had decreased by one.“Target One neutralized,” said
Gunner, realigning his shot and drawing a bead on the second target standing by the warehouse
door. When the third insurgent proceeded to conduct a perimeter check and rounded the bend,
Gunner pulled the trigger.Phffft.The second man went down like a boneless heap the moment
the bullet punched through center mass.“Target Two neutralized.” Gunner took aim on the third
man, processed the moment, and pulled the trigger.Phffft.The third man staggered a few feet on
coltish legs before he finally fell face-first against the pavement.Three shots.Three kills.“All
tangos down,” Gunner reported.The Hunter resumed point position and led his team toward the
warehouse, the Deltas moving across the lot with their weapons raised to the ready position.
When they reached the door, they found it locked by an enforced deadbolt.The Hunter motioned
to his detonation expert who applied a small Semtex pad over the lock area, corded it, and
signaled to the Deltas to stand back.The moment the specialist pressed the detonation button
on the remote, the pad went off with a bright flash that was accompanied by a muffled blast.The
door kicked inward, and the Deltas poured into the warehouse searching for hostiles.Divided
into two teams, the group fanned out, taking to the shadows, weapons searching the catwalks
and upper tiers. Others explored the main level using the lens of their NVG scopes to guide
them.At the top of the warehouse, just below the roofline, a cold blue light filtered through broken
windows, almost directing them towards the rear of the warehouse where muted voices could be



heard coming from behind closed doors.The Hunter stopped and listened, then pointed to the
area of engagement. “All teams converge,” he whispered into his lip mic. “Gunner, maintain the
perimeter. Two minutes. I repeat: two minutes.”“Copy that.”When the Deltas moved forward with
their weapons raised, the sound of the voices grew louder.Beneath the crack of a chamber door,
light fanned across the warehouse floor. Two panes of glass no larger than sheets of paper
flanked the entryway, but they were so badly oxidized that it was difficult to see inside the
room.The Hunter placed a cupped hand over the mouthpiece of his lip mic indicating that
silence from this point on was paramount. He looked at his watch: they had ninety seconds left to
achieve the means.The Hunter stepped within the light, trying to steal a glimpse through the
glass. But the milky tarnish of the pane was so thick the glass was opaque. The images on the
other side were smoky shapes, vague and nondescript.He stepped back and signaled for
another Semtex pad to be placed over the point of entry, then gestured that the breach was to be
followed up with a pair of flashbangs.Having trained to the point where their actions became
voluntary rather than practiced, every member of the company understood their role and would
execute it with precision.The Hunter raised three fingers and began to tick them off.He lowered
one finger: Two.Then another: One.When he lowered his last finger and turned his hand into a
balled fist the Semtex went off, the door swung wide, and two flashbangs were immediately
tossed into the room. In designed coordination the Deltas entered the chamber and fanned out,
each locking onto a target and taking them down with bursts to center mass.Muzzle flashes and
the smell of gunpowder filled the air as bodies slumped to the floor. Screams erupted, only to be
cut off summarily. Others died, surprised by their mortality, their mouths forming perfect Os of
mute protest a moment before the gunshots found their precise marks.In the end, there was
nothing but silence.No more screams.No more doors flying open in warning.No more cries of
surprise or sudden revelation.Only a complete and absolute silence descended like a pall,
something weighted and heavy.As soon as it was determined that all insurgents had been
rendered as dispatched, the Hunter called out, “Clear!”Beneath the feeble light cast from a
single cord-hanging bulb, a man sat in the middle of the room stripped down to his underwear.
His face was bruised with one eye swollen shut. The other eye, however, darted from side to side
and took everything in with absorption. Across his mouth was a strip of duct tape, which the
Hunter peeled aside.“What’s your name?” the Hunter asked him.The man tried to whisper
through split and ragged lips, his face unrecognizable from the pictures on his
dossier.“Warren . . . Tanner,” he managed.The Hunter nodded. The primary objective had been
achieved. The package was now in their possession.The Hunter clicked on his lip mic.
“Gunner?”“Yeah, Boss.”“We have the asset and are moving to the extraction point with an ETA of
one minute.”“Copy that. Night Stalkers notified.”“Copy.”The Night Stalkers were Delta Force’s
elite group of night fliers. In the trade of military pilots, there were none better than this
group.When the Hunter circled his finger in the air, Delta team spurred themselves into motion
knowing what to do and when to do it without direction. Tanner was hoisted onto the shoulders of
a Delta in a fireman’s carry, preparing him for the sprint to the withdrawal point.The moment



Hunter radioed Gunner that the team was on their way, a bullet rang out from the shadows, a
perfect shot, perhaps one of luck that caught the Hunter just below the lining of his flak jacket.
The bullet passed through his lower extremities and exited an inch above his hipbone, leaving
an exit wound the size of a peach.Suddenly, the Hunter’s world slowed, the almost-stillness of a
bad dream descending upon his reality. As the driving impact of the bullet spun him around, he
saw the face of his attacker perched between a stack of crates. A boy of ten, maybe eleven,
stood at the fringe of the bulb’s light holding a rifle. It was someone they missed—a boy
possessed with ideologies so corrupt that for a quick moment in time when the Hunter went to
his knees, he knew there would be no redemption for the child since war was so
unforgiving.Voices called out, words that sounded distant and hollow as if crying coming from
the other end of a long tunnel.Then a sudden burst of gunfire was followed by silence and the
acrid odor of spent gunpowder.The Hunter faintly remembered falling to the floor, but not the
moment of impact as the periphery of his vision started to turn black and closed in, the edges of
his sight finally pinching shut to a point the size of a speck.The Hunter’s world grew darker, and
his body erupted into a tabernacle of pain. A good sign, he thought. At least I’m still alive.But
then his pain began to diminish to a cold and terrifying numbness.And then his sight was
gone.His world was black.There was no Ethereal Light of Loving Spirits.No flashbacks of his
life.No love or joy and sorrows.Just darkness.And from this darkness came a distant voice.
“You’re going to be all right, Jericho.”The Hunter wanted to smile.But he couldn’t.“You’re going to
be just fine.”It was the last thing the Hunter heard, and it was enough.Chapter OneNine Days
after Jarablus ExtractionThe Izmir Air Station is a strategically located military base run by the
U.S. Air Force 320 kilometers from Istanbul. Since its position is close to the Aegean Sea, it has
direct access to the Middle East. But when the United States provoked and turned against
Turkey during their conflict with Cyprus, the Turkish government closed down all the American
bases on its territory except for Izmir, which—even though it’s run by the U.S. Air Force—strictly
concentrates on NATO activities.Inside the installation sits the Izmir Medical Center, with
construction influenced by different architectural flavors—castle-stone walls, contemporary
glass adornments, a stained-glass Pavilion with deeply contrasting colors to serve as its
entryway. And for the past six-plus decades it has served as a clinic for NATO servicemen.In a
private room on the fifth floor, Warren Tanner was resting in a bed with its top half elevated to a
45-degree angle so he could see out the window.During his captivity in Jarablus, he’d been so
severely beaten by his captors that his left cheekbone had been broken, and the cornea of his
left eye completely red from broken blood vessels. His jaw, also shattered, had been wired shut.
But as incapacitated as he was, Warren Tanner was continuously mined for intel by U.S. Military
and intel principals regarding Iranian officials, who reportedly met with a man by the name of
Nikolai Federov. Federov was believed to be a key supplier of weapons-grade plutonium that
went unrecorded or unchecked by the International Atomic Energy Agency, the IAEA. Since Iran
had reported that the startup of their nuclear power plants was for energy resources and not
weapons construction, it still begged the question as to why certain Iranian principals were



prospecting for high-grade plutonium without the knowledge of the IAEA.Of course, the
assumption was a simple one: covert actions often led to a program of deception. And Iran’s
program was to produce a WMD under the unsuspecting eyes of U.N. inspectors at a
clandestine facility.When Company men asked Tanner if he had any proof of this, he nodded in
the affirmative since he was incapable of speaking, so he typed his responses on a
tablet.Apparently, after taking photos of the assembly between the principals and before his
abduction, he emailed the photos to several locations before wiping the cyber paths clean. But
he did bring up one account for the experts to substantiate his point.The photos were accurate,
and the players were clearly identified. Nikolai Federov was a man of profitable means and a
kingpin in the black market that originated from Volgograd, Russia. In the second photo, Iranian
captains of industry and political chiefs were identified sitting in council at a small restaurant just
outside of Istanbul, along with Abdul Mohammed al-Zahir, a major player in the ISIS
regime.Additional photos showed men in conversation and then men shaking hands, all
suggesting that a deal had been consummated and agreed upon. But a problem remained.
These photos only lent themselves to speculation, not fact.After the mining of data, Tanner was
informed by the intel heads that the information provided, including the photos, was now
regarded as classified intelligence.When Tanner was conscripted to write a feature about ISIS in
America and directed by a source to specifically shadow al-Zahir, he knew he had fallen on
untold wealth when al-Zahir met with Nikolai Federov and chief ballistic engineers in Istanbul. He
immediately saw literary honors and the privileges that came with them, such as the prestige
that brought notice to the heads of the Times and the Post. So, he prepared himself for such
mining efforts and decided to stay in his position to report his findings to the public, which he
was granted under the protective powers of the First Amendment.But Tanner had quickly been
informed otherwise and the communication from intel leaders was quite clear: this was now a
matter of national security which trumps everything, even constitutional rights.If Tanner could
have smiled, he might have, knowing as soon as he was stateside, he would follow through with
his storyline because of the upside it would provide his career.On the wall, the clock read 11:34
a.m. For some reason, the day was crawling by with glacial slowness. But as Tanner looked out
the window, he noted a deep blue sky. In the distance, he could see flowers steeped in vibrant
colors of red, yellow and purple from well-maintained gardens, all of which reminded him that the
free world was a beautiful place and that he was still a part of it.He would never take life for
granted again.“Mr. Tanner, good morning, sir. And how are you today?”The nurse spoke with a
clipped accent, one that Tanner couldn’t quite place as he offered him a thumbs-up. I’m
good.“That’s excellent,” the nurse said, approaching the bed and examining his chart. “Is the
morphine dulling the pain enough to keep you comfortable?”Warren Tanner studied the nurse,
whose most outstanding feature was an old scar that ran laterally down his cheek to his top lip,
the scarring pulling down the corner of his lower eyelid enough to expose the glistening pink
tissue within.“Mr. Tanner, is the morphine dulling the pain enough to keep you comfortable?” the
nurse repeated.Tanner gave a one-shoulder shrug, a half-hearted yes-and-no answer.The nurse



smiled. “The discomfort won’t last much longer,” he told him. “All injuries mend. All wounds heal.”
He removed a syringe from the shirt pocket of his green scrubs, removed the cap, squeezed the
plunger until a string of fluid arced through the air, and brought the point of the needle to the
plastic line that connected Tanner’s arm to the saline bag. “This will dull the pain, Mr. Tanner,
even more than the morphine.”He pricked the tube and depressed the plunger, adding the
chemical to the line. When the syringe was empty, he removed and capped it before returning it
to his pocket. “You’ll begin to feel the effects momentarily now,” he said. “You’ll be fine.”But
Tanner wasn’t fine. In less than ten seconds he could feel an odd warmth spreading along his
arm and to his shoulder, the added dose now working its way to his extremities. Suddenly his
arm became leaded and heavy as a burning sensation started to course through his veins with
white-hot pain. Attempting to reach across with his free hand to pull the tube free, Tanner locked
eyes with the nurse, who casually grabbed hold of his arm and pinned it to the bed.“Now, now
Mr. Tanner. It’ll be fine.” As the nurse spoke, his artificial smile remained intact.Tanner started to
panic as his body began to go numb and gelatinous, his strength ebbing. He tried to cry out. But
he couldn’t. His tongue, his vocal cords, his lips, everything failed him. And just like that all his
power and ability succumbed to the effects, leaving Tanner incapable of raising even the tip of
his finger.“That’s it,” the nurse said soothingly. “Everything will be just fine.” He released Tanner,
who followed the nurse with his eyes as the nurse removed the syringe and cap from his pocket
and held the needle up to display. “I gave you a paralytic sedative,” he told him. “It has come to
my understanding that you feel morally obligated to inform the people about Mr. Federov, as well
as his newfound friends of Iranian persuasion.” When his lips parted, he revealed irregular rows
of teeth that were as small and yellow as kernels of corn. “Well, Mr. Tanner, I’m here to inform you
that I’m obligated to see that this doesn’t happen unless we want it to.”Tanner tried to scream,
but his attempts sounded guttural.“Shh-shh-shh,” the nurse said, bringing a finger to Tanner’s
lips. “It’s going to be all right, Mr. Tanner. Believe me when I say that death is a stop that we all
have to make someday. Wouldn’t you agree?”Tanner’s eyes flared to the size of Communion
wafers.“Yes, of course. You do agree, Mr. Tanner. I can see it in your eyes.” The nurse withdrew
the plunger, drawing air into the syringe. “Now this will only take a second.”Ward Tanner tried to
move, but he was rendered completely impotent as the nurse brought the point of the needle to
the tube, pierced it, pushed in the plunger, thereby forcing air into the line.“Just a few more
moments, Mr. Tanner, and it’ll be all over. I do hope that you’re a spiritual man.”Tanner tracked
the air bubbles that moved along the tube’s length.“Dying by venous air embolism, Mr. Tanner,
will be painful at first. But the sensation is a quick one, I assure you.”The bubbles moved closer
to the vein.“Goodbye, Mr. Tanner. I couldn’t very well leave you to fulfill your moral obligation
since it would get in the way of the cause, now could I? I just wanted you to know that since it’s
important to me that you understand why I’m doing this. The opportunity you presented me and
the people I work for can never be exposed. Not even for personal glory to a journalist such as
yourself, I’m afraid.”Tanner didn’t know what the man was talking about. Nor did he care as the
bubbles began to enter his vein.“Goodbye, Mr. Tanner,” the nurse said quietly.A moment later



Tanner felt a deep stab in his chest as the bubbles caused his heart to clench and seize one final
time.The journalist, who would become one of many in a cause that would lead to war, was
dead.Chapter OneNine Days after Jarablus ExtractionThe Izmir Air Station is a strategically
located military base run by the U.S. Air Force 320 kilometers from Istanbul. Since its position is
close to the Aegean Sea, it has direct access to the Middle East. But when the United States
provoked and turned against Turkey during their conflict with Cyprus, the Turkish government
closed down all the American bases on its territory except for Izmir, which—even though it’s run
by the U.S. Air Force—strictly concentrates on NATO activities.Inside the installation sits the
Izmir Medical Center, with construction influenced by different architectural flavors—castle-
stone walls, contemporary glass adornments, a stained-glass Pavilion with deeply contrasting
colors to serve as its entryway. And for the past six-plus decades it has served as a clinic for
NATO servicemen.In a private room on the fifth floor, Warren Tanner was resting in a bed with its
top half elevated to a 45-degree angle so he could see out the window.During his captivity in
Jarablus, he’d been so severely beaten by his captors that his left cheekbone had been broken,
and the cornea of his left eye completely red from broken blood vessels. His jaw, also shattered,
had been wired shut. But as incapacitated as he was, Warren Tanner was continuously mined
for intel by U.S. Military and intel principals regarding Iranian officials, who reportedly met with a
man by the name of Nikolai Federov. Federov was believed to be a key supplier of weapons-
grade plutonium that went unrecorded or unchecked by the International Atomic Energy Agency,
the IAEA. Since Iran had reported that the startup of their nuclear power plants was for energy
resources and not weapons construction, it still begged the question as to why certain Iranian
principals were prospecting for high-grade plutonium without the knowledge of the IAEA.Of
course, the assumption was a simple one: covert actions often led to a program of deception.
And Iran’s program was to produce a WMD under the unsuspecting eyes of U.N. inspectors at a
clandestine facility.When Company men asked Tanner if he had any proof of this, he nodded in
the affirmative since he was incapable of speaking, so he typed his responses on a
tablet.Apparently, after taking photos of the assembly between the principals and before his
abduction, he emailed the photos to several locations before wiping the cyber paths clean. But
he did bring up one account for the experts to substantiate his point.The photos were accurate,
and the players were clearly identified. Nikolai Federov was a man of profitable means and a
kingpin in the black market that originated from Volgograd, Russia. In the second photo, Iranian
captains of industry and political chiefs were identified sitting in council at a small restaurant just
outside of Istanbul, along with Abdul Mohammed al-Zahir, a major player in the ISIS
regime.Additional photos showed men in conversation and then men shaking hands, all
suggesting that a deal had been consummated and agreed upon. But a problem remained.
These photos only lent themselves to speculation, not fact.After the mining of data, Tanner was
informed by the intel heads that the information provided, including the photos, was now
regarded as classified intelligence.When Tanner was conscripted to write a feature about ISIS in
America and directed by a source to specifically shadow al-Zahir, he knew he had fallen on



untold wealth when al-Zahir met with Nikolai Federov and chief ballistic engineers in Istanbul. He
immediately saw literary honors and the privileges that came with them, such as the prestige
that brought notice to the heads of the Times and the Post. So, he prepared himself for such
mining efforts and decided to stay in his position to report his findings to the public, which he
was granted under the protective powers of the First Amendment.But Tanner had quickly been
informed otherwise and the communication from intel leaders was quite clear: this was now a
matter of national security which trumps everything, even constitutional rights.If Tanner could
have smiled, he might have, knowing as soon as he was stateside, he would follow through with
his storyline because of the upside it would provide his career.On the wall, the clock read 11:34
a.m. For some reason, the day was crawling by with glacial slowness. But as Tanner looked out
the window, he noted a deep blue sky. In the distance, he could see flowers steeped in vibrant
colors of red, yellow and purple from well-maintained gardens, all of which reminded him that the
free world was a beautiful place and that he was still a part of it.He would never take life for
granted again.“Mr. Tanner, good morning, sir. And how are you today?”The nurse spoke with a
clipped accent, one that Tanner couldn’t quite place as he offered him a thumbs-up. I’m
good.“That’s excellent,” the nurse said, approaching the bed and examining his chart. “Is the
morphine dulling the pain enough to keep you comfortable?”Warren Tanner studied the nurse,
whose most outstanding feature was an old scar that ran laterally down his cheek to his top lip,
the scarring pulling down the corner of his lower eyelid enough to expose the glistening pink
tissue within.“Mr. Tanner, is the morphine dulling the pain enough to keep you comfortable?” the
nurse repeated.Tanner gave a one-shoulder shrug, a half-hearted yes-and-no answer.The nurse
smiled. “The discomfort won’t last much longer,” he told him. “All injuries mend. All wounds heal.”
He removed a syringe from the shirt pocket of his green scrubs, removed the cap, squeezed the
plunger until a string of fluid arced through the air, and brought the point of the needle to the
plastic line that connected Tanner’s arm to the saline bag. “This will dull the pain, Mr. Tanner,
even more than the morphine.”He pricked the tube and depressed the plunger, adding the
chemical to the line. When the syringe was empty, he removed and capped it before returning it
to his pocket. “You’ll begin to feel the effects momentarily now,” he said. “You’ll be fine.”But
Tanner wasn’t fine. In less than ten seconds he could feel an odd warmth spreading along his
arm and to his shoulder, the added dose now working its way to his extremities. Suddenly his
arm became leaded and heavy as a burning sensation started to course through his veins with
white-hot pain. Attempting to reach across with his free hand to pull the tube free, Tanner locked
eyes with the nurse, who casually grabbed hold of his arm and pinned it to the bed.“Now, now
Mr. Tanner. It’ll be fine.” As the nurse spoke, his artificial smile remained intact.Tanner started to
panic as his body began to go numb and gelatinous, his strength ebbing. He tried to cry out. But
he couldn’t. His tongue, his vocal cords, his lips, everything failed him. And just like that all his
power and ability succumbed to the effects, leaving Tanner incapable of raising even the tip of
his finger.“That’s it,” the nurse said soothingly. “Everything will be just fine.” He released Tanner,
who followed the nurse with his eyes as the nurse removed the syringe and cap from his pocket



and held the needle up to display. “I gave you a paralytic sedative,” he told him. “It has come to
my understanding that you feel morally obligated to inform the people about Mr. Federov, as well
as his newfound friends of Iranian persuasion.” When his lips parted, he revealed irregular rows
of teeth that were as small and yellow as kernels of corn. “Well, Mr. Tanner, I’m here to inform you
that I’m obligated to see that this doesn’t happen unless we want it to.”Tanner tried to scream,
but his attempts sounded guttural.“Shh-shh-shh,” the nurse said, bringing a finger to Tanner’s
lips. “It’s going to be all right, Mr. Tanner. Believe me when I say that death is a stop that we all
have to make someday. Wouldn’t you agree?”Tanner’s eyes flared to the size of Communion
wafers.“Yes, of course. You do agree, Mr. Tanner. I can see it in your eyes.” The nurse withdrew
the plunger, drawing air into the syringe. “Now this will only take a second.”Ward Tanner tried to
move, but he was rendered completely impotent as the nurse brought the point of the needle to
the tube, pierced it, pushed in the plunger, thereby forcing air into the line.“Just a few more
moments, Mr. Tanner, and it’ll be all over. I do hope that you’re a spiritual man.”Tanner tracked
the air bubbles that moved along the tube’s length.“Dying by venous air embolism, Mr. Tanner,
will be painful at first. But the sensation is a quick one, I assure you.”The bubbles moved closer
to the vein.“Goodbye, Mr. Tanner. I couldn’t very well leave you to fulfill your moral obligation
since it would get in the way of the cause, now could I? I just wanted you to know that since it’s
important to me that you understand why I’m doing this. The opportunity you presented me and
the people I work for can never be exposed. Not even for personal glory to a journalist such as
yourself, I’m afraid.”Tanner didn’t know what the man was talking about. Nor did he care as the
bubbles began to enter his vein.“Goodbye, Mr. Tanner,” the nurse said quietly.A moment later
Tanner felt a deep stab in his chest as the bubbles caused his heart to clench and seize one final
time.The journalist, who would become one of many in a cause that would lead to war, was
dead.Chapter TwoForward Operating Base (FOB) SykesNorthern Iraqi province of
NinewahTwelve Days after Jarablus ExtractionAfter a bullet nearly took his life, Jon Jericho was
flown to the in Turkey for a life-saving procedure that ultimately cost him a kidney and part of his
large intestine. Once Jericho was considered healthy enough for transport, he was taken to the
Sykes Medical Facility at the Forward Operating Base located in the Northern Iraqi province of
Ninewah.Sitting up in an adjustable bed, Jericho was watching old sitcoms from the seventies, a
time before he was born, that had been prerecorded and networked throughout the medical
facility. After tolerating four half-hour segments of campy shows with canned laughter, Jericho
shut off the TV. He wished he was somewhere else.The Command Sergeant Major’s name was
Dave Baumgartner, the in-house leader who received his TS (top secret) orders from the highest
chain of command, then directed his team through Jericho, who acted as his chief field operator.
The man had the look of a seasoned vet to him with a flattop edging toward ash gray, and the
deep lines of wizened crow’s feet inching away from eyes that had seen countless skirmishes
play out on the battlefield. To every man in the unit, this man, Baumgartner, was Father.“How are
you feeling, Jon?” Baumgartner sounded less humorless. “Are you okay?”“I’m as fine as fine can
be. Considering.”Baumgartner nodded. “It was close,” he said. “And I do mean close.”“So, what’s



going to happen to me?” Jon asked.“To Germany for rehab, when the wounds heal.”Jon Jericho
laid his head against the pillow and stared at the ceiling, noting the pinprick holes in the acoustic
tile. For his entire life he had romanticized the idea about becoming a soldier with limitless
bounds in his skillset—always learning and training. He had wanted to know about combat so he
had taken up martial arts and kept at it until no one could best him. But in the end, Jericho had
been taken out by a child instilled with the hatred of older brethren.He closed his eyes. Then
opened them. “And the kid who did this to me?” he asked, pointing to the bandage covering the
angry wound where the surgeons had to pare back the flesh to reconnect his bowel. There was
another dressing on his back, one to cover the injury after pieces of his ruined kidney had to be
removed with the tips of a surgical tong.“It’s war,” Baumgartner finally said. “I think you know the
answer.”Jericho did. He knew that war held no prejudices about who lived, who died. “And what
about me?” He continued to stare at the ceiling.Baumgartner hesitated a moment before
speaking. “This isn’t easy for me to say, Jon,” he finally answered.Jericho didn’t react. He simply
lay there, looking up.“Your wounds are more than superficial,” Baumgartner stated evenly. “The
Evaluation Board has determined that you would have to be reassigned to active duty working
stateside. But your days in the field as a specialized operative, Jon, are over . . . I’m sorry.”Jericho
sighed. “Baum, you know I can’t be a desk jockey,” he answered without emotion.“I know. I told
them that. But protocol is protocol. The offer still stands for stateside, however.”“I think I’ll
pass.”There was a pause between them before Baumgartner spoke. “There’ll be compensation,
of course. You’ll receive—”Jericho raised a halting hand, not wanting to hear anything additional,
nothing to bring him any lower than he was already feeling at the moment.“I wish there was more
I could do,” Baumgartner stated.Jericho gave him a half-smile. “I know you tried,” he said.“I did. I
went to bat for you and swung for the fences. But I whiffed. Wish I could say that the Hunter was
still leading my unit.”“I know you tried,” Jericho repeated. “And no team could ask for a better
command leader than you, Baum.”“And no unit could ask for a better team leader. The Hunter
will always be remembered by the Deltas as being the best of the best. You’ve earned
that.”“Thanks.”“I just wish the news was better.”But it’s not, Jericho thought.“So, what will you
do?” asked Baumgartner. “Stateside, I mean.”Jericho shrugged, which caused him to wince in
pain. “I’ll live a civilian lifestyle,” he said. “I’ll be with my girlfriend and be a father to her son. A
really good kid. Maybe we’ll get married. There’s just so much to think about right now.”“You’re
right,” Baumgartner said. “And you have a whole lifetime ahead of you. But, Jon, some people
have a hard time transitioning from one lifestyle to another. I see it happen all the time. It’s not
going to be easy. And it doesn’t happen overnight.”“So, I’ve heard.” Jericho turned to him. “Baum,
please make sure you tell the guys I’ll miss them.”Baumgartner offered his one-sided smile, one
of pity and sadness. “They already know, Jon. In fact, they wanted me to tell you that the Hunter
will be with them on every mission run in spirit.”“I appreciate that,” he returned.Baumgartner
stood and looked down at Jon. “I just want you to know that you have my unadulterated respect.
We couldn’t have pulled off half the missions we did if it wasn’t for you. I mean that, Jon. You
were different, better. Still are. The only one who’ll be happy not to see the Hunter return will be



the enemy.”“At least someone will be happy,” he joked.Baumgartner followed up with feigned
laughter. But when the laughter faded, he said, “If there’s anything I can do, Jon, you let me
know, okay?”Jericho faced him. “One last thing,” he started. “How’s the asset doing? I need to
know if the mission was worth my career.”“Apparently, this guy Tanner was the centerpiece of
interest from Company men—had a lot of intel.”“Beneficial, I hope,” Jon said simply. “I’d hate to
think my time in the theater was destroyed for anything less.”“I’m assuming they got what they
needed—although Tanner was found dead in his bed three days ago from a venous embolism.
Someone shot him up with a paralytic agent, then pumped him with air bubbles that eventually
killed him.”Jericho appeared perplexed. “You think the Company did this to keep him quiet after
he’d been mined?”“I thought the same thing at first. But the CIA was looking to validate the
partial evidence Tanner gave them as he was recuperating. I was told that they were planning to
bring him back to Langley to pull additional information as soon as he was stable enough for
transport.”They pinned each other with stares for a long moment.Then from Baumgartner: “You
take care, Jon. The guys and I will stay in touch.”Jericho gave him a nod. “Thanks for stopping
by, Baum. I appreciate it.”“You know I wouldn’t pass up a moment to spend with the Hunter.”
Baumgartner smiled. Then he left, leaving Jon to weigh his options as his mythical status in
military folklore turned into a legacy.Jericho sighed, laid his head back, and closed his eyes.He
would return to Virginia to be with Justine and her son, Micyl, and begin to build a world that
would become their haven.What Jon Jericho didn’t know, however, was that the world—-no
matter what corner of the planet they lived on—-would never be truly safe.Chapter TwoForward
Operating Base (FOB) SykesNorthern Iraqi province of NinewahTwelve Days after Jarablus
ExtractionAfter a bullet nearly took his life, Jon Jericho was flown to the in Turkey for a life-saving
procedure that ultimately cost him a kidney and part of his large intestine. Once Jericho was
considered healthy enough for transport, he was taken to the Sykes Medical Facility at the
Forward Operating Base located in the Northern Iraqi province of Ninewah.Sitting up in an
adjustable bed, Jericho was watching old sitcoms from the seventies, a time before he was born,
that had been prerecorded and networked throughout the medical facility. After tolerating four
half-hour segments of campy shows with canned laughter, Jericho shut off the TV. He wished he
was somewhere else.The Command Sergeant Major’s name was Dave Baumgartner, the in-
house leader who received his TS (top secret) orders from the highest chain of command, then
directed his team through Jericho, who acted as his chief field operator. The man had the look of
a seasoned vet to him with a flattop edging toward ash gray, and the deep lines of wizened
crow’s feet inching away from eyes that had seen countless skirmishes play out on the
battlefield. To every man in the unit, this man, Baumgartner, was Father.“How are you feeling,
Jon?” Baumgartner sounded less humorless. “Are you okay?”“I’m as fine as fine can be.
Considering.”Baumgartner nodded. “It was close,” he said. “And I do mean close.”“So, what’s
going to happen to me?” Jon asked.“To Germany for rehab, when the wounds heal.”Jon Jericho
laid his head against the pillow and stared at the ceiling, noting the pinprick holes in the acoustic
tile. For his entire life he had romanticized the idea about becoming a soldier with limitless



bounds in his skillset—always learning and training. He had wanted to know about combat so he
had taken up martial arts and kept at it until no one could best him. But in the end, Jericho had
been taken out by a child instilled with the hatred of older brethren.He closed his eyes. Then
opened them. “And the kid who did this to me?” he asked, pointing to the bandage covering the
angry wound where the surgeons had to pare back the flesh to reconnect his bowel. There was
another dressing on his back, one to cover the injury after pieces of his ruined kidney had to be
removed with the tips of a surgical tong.“It’s war,” Baumgartner finally said. “I think you know the
answer.”Jericho did. He knew that war held no prejudices about who lived, who died. “And what
about me?” He continued to stare at the ceiling.Baumgartner hesitated a moment before
speaking. “This isn’t easy for me to say, Jon,” he finally answered.Jericho didn’t react. He simply
lay there, looking up.“Your wounds are more than superficial,” Baumgartner stated evenly. “The
Evaluation Board has determined that you would have to be reassigned to active duty working
stateside. But your days in the field as a specialized operative, Jon, are over . . . I’m sorry.”Jericho
sighed. “Baum, you know I can’t be a desk jockey,” he answered without emotion.“I know. I told
them that. But protocol is protocol. The offer still stands for stateside, however.”“I think I’ll
pass.”There was a pause between them before Baumgartner spoke. “There’ll be compensation,
of course. You’ll receive—”Jericho raised a halting hand, not wanting to hear anything additional,
nothing to bring him any lower than he was already feeling at the moment.“I wish there was more
I could do,” Baumgartner stated.Jericho gave him a half-smile. “I know you tried,” he said.“I did. I
went to bat for you and swung for the fences. But I whiffed. Wish I could say that the Hunter was
still leading my unit.”“I know you tried,” Jericho repeated. “And no team could ask for a better
command leader than you, Baum.”“And no unit could ask for a better team leader. The Hunter
will always be remembered by the Deltas as being the best of the best. You’ve earned
that.”“Thanks.”“I just wish the news was better.”But it’s not, Jericho thought.“So, what will you
do?” asked Baumgartner. “Stateside, I mean.”Jericho shrugged, which caused him to wince in
pain. “I’ll live a civilian lifestyle,” he said. “I’ll be with my girlfriend and be a father to her son. A
really good kid. Maybe we’ll get married. There’s just so much to think about right now.”“You’re
right,” Baumgartner said. “And you have a whole lifetime ahead of you. But, Jon, some people
have a hard time transitioning from one lifestyle to another. I see it happen all the time. It’s not
going to be easy. And it doesn’t happen overnight.”“So, I’ve heard.” Jericho turned to him. “Baum,
please make sure you tell the guys I’ll miss them.”Baumgartner offered his one-sided smile, one
of pity and sadness. “They already know, Jon. In fact, they wanted me to tell you that the Hunter
will be with them on every mission run in spirit.”“I appreciate that,” he returned.Baumgartner
stood and looked down at Jon. “I just want you to know that you have my unadulterated respect.
We couldn’t have pulled off half the missions we did if it wasn’t for you. I mean that, Jon. You
were different, better. Still are. The only one who’ll be happy not to see the Hunter return will be
the enemy.”“At least someone will be happy,” he joked.Baumgartner followed up with feigned
laughter. But when the laughter faded, he said, “If there’s anything I can do, Jon, you let me
know, okay?”Jericho faced him. “One last thing,” he started. “How’s the asset doing? I need to



know if the mission was worth my career.”“Apparently, this guy Tanner was the centerpiece of
interest from Company men—had a lot of intel.”“Beneficial, I hope,” Jon said simply. “I’d hate to
think my time in the theater was destroyed for anything less.”“I’m assuming they got what they
needed—although Tanner was found dead in his bed three days ago from a venous embolism.
Someone shot him up with a paralytic agent, then pumped him with air bubbles that eventually
killed him.”Jericho appeared perplexed. “You think the Company did this to keep him quiet after
he’d been mined?”“I thought the same thing at first. But the CIA was looking to validate the
partial evidence Tanner gave them as he was recuperating. I was told that they were planning to
bring him back to Langley to pull additional information as soon as he was stable enough for
transport.”They pinned each other with stares for a long moment.Then from Baumgartner: “You
take care, Jon. The guys and I will stay in touch.”Jericho gave him a nod. “Thanks for stopping
by, Baum. I appreciate it.”“You know I wouldn’t pass up a moment to spend with the Hunter.”
Baumgartner smiled. Then he left, leaving Jon to weigh his options as his mythical status in
military folklore turned into a legacy.Jericho sighed, laid his head back, and closed his eyes.He
would return to Virginia to be with Justine and her son, Micyl, and begin to build a world that
would become their haven.What Jon Jericho didn’t know, however, was that the world—-no
matter what corner of the planet they lived on—-would never be truly safe.Chapter
ThreeLeesburg, Virginia(Same Day) Twelve Days after Jarablus ExtractionJustine Vickman was
the Chief Medical Examiner in Washington, D.C. who served as the spokesperson in high-profile
cases for the media. She had held that position for the past seven years after having been
appointed to the position of CME by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, who had found her
highly recommended by not only the Minister of Justice but the Solicitor General as well.She
was young, ambitious, but not the type of ‘ambitious’ who would throw acolytes under the bus to
climb the proverbial ladder of achievement.Two years ago, she received the confidence of the
President of the United States when a congressman was found dead inside a restroom in the
Capitol building, taken out by an apparent gunshot wound to the head.Conspiracy theories
quickly arose since the congressman was a known political nemesis of President Meacham,
having called Meacham out several times in the media on matters regarding the safety
measures on foreign and domestic fronts, only to make a name for himself with the press so that
he could rise in polls for a later run at a seat in the Senate. When he was found dead and the
finger-pointing turned towards Meacham’s administration, it was Justine who discovered trace
evidence that redirected accusing fingers to the congressman’s wife. She’d recently found out he
was having an affair with an intern half his age. And with that, the media redirected as well,
turning their focus to the mysterious lover and the killer wife, all great fodder for the press. In the
end, President Meacham found himself quite grateful for her efforts.And for those years while
she fell into her work, Justine also loved a man across the seas that fought for America’s safety.
When she learned of Jon’s return to the United States, the moment had been bittersweet. Less
than two weeks ago Jon had been severely wounded and nearly killed. And when she spoke to
him on the phone, she could hear the saddened tone in his voice about being pulled from active



duty. But she also told him that he would be leaving one true love for another, “Me.”“Yeah, but
which one is the true love?” he teased, then sweet banter and laughter followed.But the moment
Justine dropped the phone in its cradle, she knew how difficult the transition from one life to
another would be for Jon. For as long as she had known him, all he ever talked about was joining
Special Forces and saving the world in far-off lands. And to a degree that’s what he did—saved
the world in missions he couldn’t confide to her about. He also couldn’t tell her of the fraternity
he was a part of. All Justine knew—the only thing Jon allowed her to know—was that she was
always the focus of his thoughts and that these thoughts were what got him through his
missions.And for Justine Vickman, that was enough.When she first met Jon Jericho, she thought
he was more ‘cute’ than handsome. He was tall, just north of six feet, with bottle-green eyes that
were a much deeper shade of emerald. He was also a man who carried with him an inner
strength that could not be seen nor heard—a presence of command that came off of Jon like
something warm and alive, an aura.He was real and true and stood at the opposite end of the
spectrum regarding the men in her life. Her ex-husband—a person of zero integrity who thought
her worth was equal to the cost of the zirconia ring he proposed to her with, and then telling her
that it was a five-carat diamond of the highest quality when it wasn’t even worth the cost of the
receipt it was printed on—could never hold a candle to someone like Jon Jericho.But as much
as she had come to love him, she knew that she would never be number one in his life, which is
why they didn’t get married. Not because the relationship was missing the shared love that was
necessary to keep it alive. It was because of the grave danger of his occupation, with both
realizing that there may come a day when their last conversation might be their last
conversation.But not anymore. Jon Jericho was coming home. And he would be by her side as
much as she was by his. Even with all the skirmishes and firefights that Jon had been through,
Justine figured this personal battle on the home-front may also be one of the toughest that he
would ever have to wage.Suddenly there was a loud bang against the floor above her, which was
quickly followed by another, and then a third that was enough to draw her attention up. “Ms.
Baylor!” she cried out.Footsteps traipsed across the second-tier landing, then the resident
caretaker looked over the mahogany banister. “The boy’s fine, Ma’am.” With her across-the-pond
accent, the word ‘ma’am’ sounded like ‘mum.’ “He’s fine now. Just a little upset, is all. Micyl had
himself a wee tantrum and kicked his feet against the floor.”“Why is he upset?”“Not sure,
Ma’am.”Justine nodded and took the stairs casually. When she entered Micyl’s bedroom, he was
sitting on the floor waving the palm of his hand back and forth across his face. But his eyes didn’t
appear to follow the motion.She sat beside him and raked her fingers through his hair. When she
did, Micyl continued to wave his hand back and forth like the needle of a metronome.“Is
everything all right, Ma’am?” asked the caretaker.Justine smiled. “Everything’s fine, Ms. Baylor.
Thank you.”Ms. Baylor nodded and left the room, softly closing the door behind her.Justine
continued to stroke Micyl’s head as he fanned his hand across his face.“Daddy’s coming home,”
she told him. Though Jon Jericho was not Micyl’s real father, he was more of a father to the child
than the real one who’d simply walked out of the boy’s life and called him ‘defective.’ Micyl’s



father had even called into question whether the boy was his, at one time stating that autism on
any level didn’t run in his family tree. He had denied Micyl and cast him off as the product of an
extramarital affair, which was a lie. The bastard had just needed an excuse to create as much
distance from them as possible as he ran into the arms of another.But Justine didn’t care. In fact,
Jon was a much better father and treated the boy as his own. When Micyl was detached and
unreachable, Jon was able to break through whatever wall Micyl had built between him and the
world to evoke a response, whether it be a marginal smile or a simple embrace. Whatever the
case may be, Jon Jericho was able to knock his way through the mental barriers that pediatric
neurologists couldn’t even begin to chip away at.And she knew that deep down the boy loved
him, showing what he could when he could.“Daddy’s coming home,” she repeated lightly. “He’s
coming home so that we can be a family for real. Just you, me and daddy.”In her mind’s eye, it
was the perfect development of living a dream and being forever linked romantically with
someone she could grow old with.But in time and by no fault of her own, Justine Vickman would
soon realize that reality always had its price. Just when life was about to take on the role of a
fairytale come true for her, she would find herself caught within the political crosshairs of
Washington’s most powerful people.She would become a pawn in a national agenda where her
life was seen as something insignificant and to be used for the good of the cause.Someone who
would be expendable.Lovingly, she continued to rake her fingers through Micyl’s raven-colored
hair and smiled. “Daddy’s coming home,” she said again, the repetitive phrasing sounding
almost like a mantra.Daddy’s coming home.Chapter ThreeLeesburg, Virginia(Same Day) Twelve
Days after Jarablus ExtractionJustine Vickman was the Chief Medical Examiner in Washington,
D.C. who served as the spokesperson in high-profile cases for the media. She had held that
position for the past seven years after having been appointed to the position of CME by the
Lieutenant Governor in Council, who had found her highly recommended by not only the
Minister of Justice but the Solicitor General as well.She was young, ambitious, but not the type
of ‘ambitious’ who would throw acolytes under the bus to climb the proverbial ladder of
achievement.Two years ago, she received the confidence of the President of the United States
when a congressman was found dead inside a restroom in the Capitol building, taken out by an
apparent gunshot wound to the head.Conspiracy theories quickly arose since the congressman
was a known political nemesis of President Meacham, having called Meacham out several times
in the media on matters regarding the safety measures on foreign and domestic fronts, only to
make a name for himself with the press so that he could rise in polls for a later run at a seat in
the Senate. When he was found dead and the finger-pointing turned towards Meacham’s
administration, it was Justine who discovered trace evidence that redirected accusing fingers to
the congressman’s wife. She’d recently found out he was having an affair with an intern half his
age. And with that, the media redirected as well, turning their focus to the mysterious lover and
the killer wife, all great fodder for the press. In the end, President Meacham found himself quite
grateful for her efforts.And for those years while she fell into her work, Justine also loved a man
across the seas that fought for America’s safety. When she learned of Jon’s return to the United



States, the moment had been bittersweet. Less than two weeks ago Jon had been severely
wounded and nearly killed. And when she spoke to him on the phone, she could hear the
saddened tone in his voice about being pulled from active duty. But she also told him that he
would be leaving one true love for another, “Me.”“Yeah, but which one is the true love?” he
teased, then sweet banter and laughter followed.But the moment Justine dropped the phone in
its cradle, she knew how difficult the transition from one life to another would be for Jon. For as
long as she had known him, all he ever talked about was joining Special Forces and saving the
world in far-off lands. And to a degree that’s what he did—saved the world in missions he
couldn’t confide to her about. He also couldn’t tell her of the fraternity he was a part of. All
Justine knew—the only thing Jon allowed her to know—was that she was always the focus of his
thoughts and that these thoughts were what got him through his missions.And for Justine
Vickman, that was enough.When she first met Jon Jericho, she thought he was more ‘cute’ than
handsome. He was tall, just north of six feet, with bottle-green eyes that were a much deeper
shade of emerald. He was also a man who carried with him an inner strength that could not be
seen nor heard—a presence of command that came off of Jon like something warm and alive,
an aura.He was real and true and stood at the opposite end of the spectrum regarding the men
in her life. Her ex-husband—a person of zero integrity who thought her worth was equal to the
cost of the zirconia ring he proposed to her with, and then telling her that it was a five-carat
diamond of the highest quality when it wasn’t even worth the cost of the receipt it was printed on
—could never hold a candle to someone like Jon Jericho.But as much as she had come to love
him, she knew that she would never be number one in his life, which is why they didn’t get
married. Not because the relationship was missing the shared love that was necessary to keep it
alive. It was because of the grave danger of his occupation, with both realizing that there may
come a day when their last conversation might be their last conversation.But not anymore. Jon
Jericho was coming home. And he would be by her side as much as she was by his. Even with
all the skirmishes and firefights that Jon had been through, Justine figured this personal battle
on the home-front may also be one of the toughest that he would ever have to wage.Suddenly
there was a loud bang against the floor above her, which was quickly followed by another, and
then a third that was enough to draw her attention up. “Ms. Baylor!” she cried out.Footsteps
traipsed across the second-tier landing, then the resident caretaker looked over the mahogany
banister. “The boy’s fine, Ma’am.” With her across-the-pond accent, the word ‘ma’am’ sounded
like ‘mum.’ “He’s fine now. Just a little upset, is all. Micyl had himself a wee tantrum and kicked
his feet against the floor.”“Why is he upset?”“Not sure, Ma’am.”Justine nodded and took the
stairs casually. When she entered Micyl’s bedroom, he was sitting on the floor waving the palm
of his hand back and forth across his face. But his eyes didn’t appear to follow the motion.She
sat beside him and raked her fingers through his hair. When she did, Micyl continued to wave his
hand back and forth like the needle of a metronome.“Is everything all right, Ma’am?” asked the
caretaker.Justine smiled. “Everything’s fine, Ms. Baylor. Thank you.”Ms. Baylor nodded and left
the room, softly closing the door behind her.Justine continued to stroke Micyl’s head as he



fanned his hand across his face.“Daddy’s coming home,” she told him. Though Jon Jericho was
not Micyl’s real father, he was more of a father to the child than the real one who’d simply walked
out of the boy’s life and called him ‘defective.’ Micyl’s father had even called into question
whether the boy was his, at one time stating that autism on any level didn’t run in his family tree.
He had denied Micyl and cast him off as the product of an extramarital affair, which was a lie.
The bastard had just needed an excuse to create as much distance from them as possible as he
ran into the arms of another.But Justine didn’t care. In fact, Jon was a much better father and
treated the boy as his own. When Micyl was detached and unreachable, Jon was able to break
through whatever wall Micyl had built between him and the world to evoke a response, whether it
be a marginal smile or a simple embrace. Whatever the case may be, Jon Jericho was able to
knock his way through the mental barriers that pediatric neurologists couldn’t even begin to chip
away at.And she knew that deep down the boy loved him, showing what he could when he
could.“Daddy’s coming home,” she repeated lightly. “He’s coming home so that we can be a
family for real. Just you, me and daddy.”In her mind’s eye, it was the perfect development of living
a dream and being forever linked romantically with someone she could grow old with.But in time
and by no fault of her own, Justine Vickman would soon realize that reality always had its price.
Just when life was about to take on the role of a fairytale come true for her, she would find
herself caught within the political crosshairs of Washington’s most powerful people.She would
become a pawn in a national agenda where her life was seen as something insignificant and to
be used for the good of the cause.Someone who would be expendable.Lovingly, she continued
to rake her fingers through Micyl’s raven-colored hair and smiled. “Daddy’s coming home,” she
said again, the repetitive phrasing sounding almost like a mantra.Daddy’s coming home.Chapter
FourLandstuhl Regional Medical Center (LRMC)Landstuhl, Germany(One Week Later)
Nineteen Days after Jarablus ExtractionBeing young also meant being resilient. As soon as Jon
Jericho was transferred to the LRMC, he immediately engaged himself with extensive work
activities to promote the image to the military brass that relieving him of his command was the
wrong thing to do.After his arrival to Landstuhl, he proved to be strong and quick to heal. But if
the brass were watching, then they turned a blind eye to his efforts because Jericho received an
order affirming that he was to be shipped stateside within days. After that he refused to
showcase himself any further, accepting that the curtain had finally come down over his career.
He didn’t perform a single push-up, sit-up, or pull-up. He simply waited to go back home to
Virginia to start a new Chapter in his life.The transition would be excruciating. Jericho knew this.
Wartime missions and simple home living, at least in his opinion, existed on opposite ends of a
spectrum that allowed for common ground. He preferred the former.As he sat on the edge of his
bed looking into a mirror, Jericho tried to look at this change optimistically. He had a wonderful
woman waiting for him in Virginia and a boy he considered to be his son.And he tried to work
with the belief that change would be good for him, and that what was coming was meant to be.
But the soldier in him encouraged warring emotions to seesaw, with Jon serving as a fulcrum
trying to find the balance between warrior and pacifist.Ignoring the duffel bag packed beside his



bed and the finality it represented, Jericho got up and stood before the full-length mirror, raising
the tails of his shirt to reveal an angry red scar.It was a neat, straight line with pinprick holes for
suture marks surrounding it. Jericho’s backside, however, had the hangover of the entry-point
wound that ended up healing like a seven-pointed star, an ugly-looking injury that once served
as the gateway to pull his kidney out in pieces.After sighing through his nose in disgust, he
lowered his shirt, sat on the edge of the bed, and thought of Justine and Micyl as he stared at his
reflection from across the room. They were his family now, not the boys of Delta.Perhaps peace
will serve me better, he thought.But peace would elude him.And war would follow.Chapter
FourLandstuhl Regional Medical Center (LRMC)Landstuhl, Germany(One Week Later)
Nineteen Days after Jarablus ExtractionBeing young also meant being resilient. As soon as Jon
Jericho was transferred to the LRMC, he immediately engaged himself with extensive work
activities to promote the image to the military brass that relieving him of his command was the
wrong thing to do.After his arrival to Landstuhl, he proved to be strong and quick to heal. But if
the brass were watching, then they turned a blind eye to his efforts because Jericho received an
order affirming that he was to be shipped stateside within days. After that he refused to
showcase himself any further, accepting that the curtain had finally come down over his career.
He didn’t perform a single push-up, sit-up, or pull-up. He simply waited to go back home to
Virginia to start a new Chapter in his life.The transition would be excruciating. Jericho knew this.
Wartime missions and simple home living, at least in his opinion, existed on opposite ends of a
spectrum that allowed for common ground. He preferred the former.As he sat on the edge of his
bed looking into a mirror, Jericho tried to look at this change optimistically. He had a wonderful
woman waiting for him in Virginia and a boy he considered to be his son.And he tried to work
with the belief that change would be good for him, and that what was coming was meant to be.
But the soldier in him encouraged warring emotions to seesaw, with Jon serving as a fulcrum
trying to find the balance between warrior and pacifist.Ignoring the duffel bag packed beside his
bed and the finality it represented, Jericho got up and stood before the full-length mirror, raising
the tails of his shirt to reveal an angry red scar.It was a neat, straight line with pinprick holes for
suture marks surrounding it. Jericho’s backside, however, had the hangover of the entry-point
wound that ended up healing like a seven-pointed star, an ugly-looking injury that once served
as the gateway to pull his kidney out in pieces.After sighing through his nose in disgust, he
lowered his shirt, sat on the edge of the bed, and thought of Justine and Micyl as he stared at his
reflection from across the room. They were his family now, not the boys of Delta.Perhaps peace
will serve me better, he thought.But peace would elude him.And war would follow.Chapter
FiveCambridge, MassachusettsFour months after Jarablus ExtractionIf a person had ever
looked nervous and rather conspicuous in his surroundings, it was a man by the name of Rupert
Timms, a tech employee at SystemTek, a major defense contractor for the United States that
was located seven miles west of Cambridge, Massachusetts.For several years he had been a
major participant in the development of the Nike System, which was later replaced with the
Patriot System—another of his key developments in America’s anti-ballistic missile program.But



since Patriot systems had been sold to countries like Egypt, Israel, Kuwait, the Netherlands,
Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and Spain, it was being viewed as something antiquated and passed
along like a hand-me-down piece of clothing. Now the burden had been placed upon Timms and
his team to come up with something bigger, stronger and faster. What Timms came up with was
something visionary—a piece of hardware that could revolutionize warfare.Timms had been
sitting outside of a coffee shop in Harvard Square nursing a cappuccino, when a voice with a
clipped accent spoke from behind, causing him to start.“My apologies for being late,” the man
stated drily. But he wasn’t late. Not really. He’d been watching Timms for a long time, making
sure that he was alone and that no one was keeping watch. Only when he was confident that
Timms was by himself did he decide to come forward.Timms motioned for his contact to take the
seat beside him. “You got the money?” he asked.“I have what you asked for,” the man returned,
taking the seat and laying a laptop by the resin chair.“All of it?”“Mr. Timms, you need to
relax.”Timms looked nervous as beads of sweat began to pop up on his wide forehead. And his
pallor was starting to turn a sickly shade identical to the underbelly of a fish, that of light gray.“Do
you have the piece I requested?” the visitor asked.Timms was drawn to the man’s scar and the
way it drew the corner of his eye down to reveal the pink underneath.“Do you have the piece I
requested?” the man repeated.Timms nodded. Then he reached inside the inner pocket of his
jacket, produced a flash drive, and held it up to display. “Have you got the money?”“Of course,”
the man said, smiling gingerly. He reached inside his coat and produced a thick envelope
containing ten thousand dollars, along with photos of his mother and two half-sisters, and laid
them on the table between them. “Everything we agreed upon, Mr. Timms, is inside that
envelope. Everything. But only after I examine the contents on that flash drive.” Then he reached
his hand out with his palm up, an invitation for Timms to hand over the drive, which Timms did
while eyeing the envelope.The man with the ruined face grabbed the laptop beside his chair,
booted it, and applied the flash drive.A schematic of the new Icarus missile with every
component labeled in detail surfaced on the screen with more than a thousand pages
attached.“Very good, Mr. Timms. Very good.” After he shut off the computer and put the flash
drive in his coat pocket, the man pointed to the envelope. “I’m as good as my word, Mr. Timms.
As you have come through for me, I have come through for you.”Timms grabbed the envelope
and peeled away the flap. Inside was a stack of hundred-dollar bills. But it wasn’t the money he
was interested in. It was the photos of family members that were taken from a distance of a few
feet away without their knowledge of having been done so.Timms grabbed the photos and
began to look through them.“As you can see, Mr. Timms, the photos of your two half-sisters and
your mother were taken from five feet away. That’s how close we came to wiping out your entire
bloodline if you didn’t cooperate.” The contact pointed to the photos. “They’re simple reminders
to keep you honest and your mouth shut.” Then he pointed to the bundle of cash. “And your
cooperation is not without its reward either, as you can see.”Timms tucked the photos inside the
envelope, then gestured with it toward the man. “Is it all here? The full amount?”The man
nodded. “It’s all there, Mr. Timms.”Timms nodded, then put the envelope in his coat pocket. As



soon as he started to rise from his chair, the visitor waved him back into his seat. He wasn’t quite
done.“Where you work,” he stated, “I assume that the facility maintains and keeps a keen eye on
what is downloaded? And that there is follow-up paperwork and protocols to assure that the
data is not appropriated by those with hostile intent . . . Or from those who wish to profit by
stealing documents.”“I didn’t steal them, you son of a bitch. You forced my hand.”When the
visitor smiled, his face moved in such a way that it pulled at the corner of that one odd eye, the
flesh around it appeared as if it was melting like the tallow of wax. “This may be true,” he
admitted before falling back into his seat. “However, should the authorities learn of this—how we
say—appropriation, they will come after you, yes?”“No. Of course not. I lead the team. I’d be the
last person they’d expect.”“You’re taking things for granted.”“No. I’m not. I covered my tracks very
well. I didn’t leave a single cyber fingerprint behind. There’s no way they can trace anything back
to me. None whatsoever.”“And you’re sure about this?”“I’m positive.”The man with the ruined face
doubted this. Contractors working for the United States government, especially for the DOD,
were always under the microscope. It just takes longer to analyze the matter before pointing a
finger at someone so closely related to the project, given that the usual suspects were often
hackers from overseas. He knew it would only be a matter of time.And that was something the
visitor could not afford.He offered Timms a forced smile. “You may go,” he told him.Timms stood
up, addressed the visitor through clenched teeth, almost hissing as he spoke. “I never want to
see you again. Is that understood? You leave my family alone.”The visitor chose not to speak,
but to pin the man with a stare instead.Timms’ bravado quickly disappeared as he turned and
walked away, looking over his shoulder as he drew distance between them to see if the man
remained seated.The visitor never moved or suggested a parting smile. He simply stared after
Timms with neutral eyes until the little man disappeared into the crowd.When Timms was gone,
the man with the ruined face closed his laptop and left the area, knowing that he was in the final
stages of a conspiracy that would drive nations to war.Chapter FiveCambridge,
MassachusettsFour months after Jarablus ExtractionIf a person had ever looked nervous and
rather conspicuous in his surroundings, it was a man by the name of Rupert Timms, a tech
employee at SystemTek, a major defense contractor for the United States that was located
seven miles west of Cambridge, Massachusetts.For several years he had been a major
participant in the development of the Nike System, which was later replaced with the Patriot
System—another of his key developments in America’s anti-ballistic missile program.But since
Patriot systems had been sold to countries like Egypt, Israel, Kuwait, the Netherlands, Saudi
Arabia, Jordan, and Spain, it was being viewed as something antiquated and passed along like
a hand-me-down piece of clothing. Now the burden had been placed upon Timms and his team
to come up with something bigger, stronger and faster. What Timms came up with was
something visionary—a piece of hardware that could revolutionize warfare.Timms had been
sitting outside of a coffee shop in Harvard Square nursing a cappuccino, when a voice with a
clipped accent spoke from behind, causing him to start.“My apologies for being late,” the man
stated drily. But he wasn’t late. Not really. He’d been watching Timms for a long time, making



sure that he was alone and that no one was keeping watch. Only when he was confident that
Timms was by himself did he decide to come forward.Timms motioned for his contact to take the
seat beside him. “You got the money?” he asked.“I have what you asked for,” the man returned,
taking the seat and laying a laptop by the resin chair.“All of it?”“Mr. Timms, you need to
relax.”Timms looked nervous as beads of sweat began to pop up on his wide forehead. And his
pallor was starting to turn a sickly shade identical to the underbelly of a fish, that of light gray.“Do
you have the piece I requested?” the visitor asked.Timms was drawn to the man’s scar and the
way it drew the corner of his eye down to reveal the pink underneath.“Do you have the piece I
requested?” the man repeated.Timms nodded. Then he reached inside the inner pocket of his
jacket, produced a flash drive, and held it up to display. “Have you got the money?”“Of course,”
the man said, smiling gingerly. He reached inside his coat and produced a thick envelope
containing ten thousand dollars, along with photos of his mother and two half-sisters, and laid
them on the table between them. “Everything we agreed upon, Mr. Timms, is inside that
envelope. Everything. But only after I examine the contents on that flash drive.” Then he reached
his hand out with his palm up, an invitation for Timms to hand over the drive, which Timms did
while eyeing the envelope.The man with the ruined face grabbed the laptop beside his chair,
booted it, and applied the flash drive.A schematic of the new Icarus missile with every
component labeled in detail surfaced on the screen with more than a thousand pages
attached.“Very good, Mr. Timms. Very good.” After he shut off the computer and put the flash
drive in his coat pocket, the man pointed to the envelope. “I’m as good as my word, Mr. Timms.
As you have come through for me, I have come through for you.”Timms grabbed the envelope
and peeled away the flap. Inside was a stack of hundred-dollar bills. But it wasn’t the money he
was interested in. It was the photos of family members that were taken from a distance of a few
feet away without their knowledge of having been done so.Timms grabbed the photos and
began to look through them.“As you can see, Mr. Timms, the photos of your two half-sisters and
your mother were taken from five feet away. That’s how close we came to wiping out your entire
bloodline if you didn’t cooperate.” The contact pointed to the photos. “They’re simple reminders
to keep you honest and your mouth shut.” Then he pointed to the bundle of cash. “And your
cooperation is not without its reward either, as you can see.”Timms tucked the photos inside the
envelope, then gestured with it toward the man. “Is it all here? The full amount?”The man
nodded. “It’s all there, Mr. Timms.”Timms nodded, then put the envelope in his coat pocket. As
soon as he started to rise from his chair, the visitor waved him back into his seat. He wasn’t quite
done.“Where you work,” he stated, “I assume that the facility maintains and keeps a keen eye on
what is downloaded? And that there is follow-up paperwork and protocols to assure that the
data is not appropriated by those with hostile intent . . . Or from those who wish to profit by
stealing documents.”“I didn’t steal them, you son of a bitch. You forced my hand.”When the
visitor smiled, his face moved in such a way that it pulled at the corner of that one odd eye, the
flesh around it appeared as if it was melting like the tallow of wax. “This may be true,” he
admitted before falling back into his seat. “However, should the authorities learn of this—how we



say—appropriation, they will come after you, yes?”“No. Of course not. I lead the team. I’d be the
last person they’d expect.”“You’re taking things for granted.”“No. I’m not. I covered my tracks very
well. I didn’t leave a single cyber fingerprint behind. There’s no way they can trace anything back
to me. None whatsoever.”“And you’re sure about this?”“I’m positive.”The man with the ruined face
doubted this. Contractors working for the United States government, especially for the DOD,
were always under the microscope. It just takes longer to analyze the matter before pointing a
finger at someone so closely related to the project, given that the usual suspects were often
hackers from overseas. He knew it would only be a matter of time.And that was something the
visitor could not afford.He offered Timms a forced smile. “You may go,” he told him.Timms stood
up, addressed the visitor through clenched teeth, almost hissing as he spoke. “I never want to
see you again. Is that understood? You leave my family alone.”The visitor chose not to speak,
but to pin the man with a stare instead.Timms’ bravado quickly disappeared as he turned and
walked away, looking over his shoulder as he drew distance between them to see if the man
remained seated.The visitor never moved or suggested a parting smile. He simply stared after
Timms with neutral eyes until the little man disappeared into the crowd.When Timms was gone,
the man with the ruined face closed his laptop and left the area, knowing that he was in the final
stages of a conspiracy that would drive nations to war.Chapter SixLynn, MassachusettsSame
Day. Two Hours LaterThere’s a saying about a suburb of Boston called Lynn which goes: Lynn,
Lynn the city of sin. You never come out the way you came in. It’s a tough and rugged area with
old buildings and even older houses. Rent was low, crime was high.But when the man with the
scarred face walked its streets, he was unconcerned. He thought the areas of Gaza and Tel Aviv
were much tougher. Whereas the elderly might stay indoors the moment the sun went down, he
found Lynn to be more of his element, especially at night.In the city’s east side where the
tenements were constructed of aged brick, the scar-faced man took the steps to the third level of
a building where the hallway walls were tagged with wild graffiti, colorful and obscure, and
entered his place, which had a view of a cityscape that had changed little since the late
nineteenth century.The interior of his apartment was sparsely furnished with a beat-up couch
and a well-worn recliner, no TV. The bedrooms had mattresses on the floor, no bedframes, with
sheets piled on them in wild tangles. Not one painting or picture adorned the walls.Inside the
bedroom at the rear of the tenement were tables set against the walls. Computer monitors, PCs
and modems rested on them as wires and cables meandered about with too many cords to
count. Numbers and symbols scrolled along the screens as the language of the data were being
interpreted and processed.When the scar-faced man entered the room, Abe Levine didn’t
bother to turn in his seat. He simply called over his shoulder. “You’re late. Do you have it?”The
scar-faced man removed the flash drive from his pocket and offered it to Levine, one of
Mossad’s best tech operatives, without saying a word.The tech inserted the flash drive and
typed in the commands to bring up the images, more than one thousand pages, along with the
precise schematic of the new Icarus missile, a state-of-the-art carrier for nuclear warheads.As
the e-pages rolled past on the screen, Levine nodded in appreciation. “Excellent,” he said.“Send



this to the principals,” said the scar-faced man. “On a secured line, yes? One that can’t be
traced.”“Of course.”They sent the actual diagrams to their Tel Aviv heads in the Mossad.
Additional plans had already been made to rewrite the schematics that would turn the project
into something inoperable after modifying and corrupting the graphic files so that anyone
receiving the file thereafter wouldn’t be able to piece together a bicycle.But readjustments would
take time.“How long?”Levine shrugged. “Several hours. Maybe until morning.”“Make it so. Until
then, I need you to download these plans to a second flash drive, and the document I created
earlier this morning before meeting with Timms. You’ll find the document as a desktop file under
‘letter.’”Levine turned in his chair. “You need to rest, Scorpio. You haven’t slept in what, two
days?”“I can’t afford to sleep,” he informed him. “Not now. Not when I have loose ends to tie
up.”“We can’t afford you to get sloppy, either.”“You do what you have to do,” he said. “I’ll do what I
have to do. Don’t worry.” Almost as an aside, he asked, “What can you tell me about
Washington?”Levine returned to the monitor and began to download the documents requested
by Scorpio onto a second thumb drive. With his back to the scar-faced man, he stated, “As far as
we know, the Chinese delegates are on schedule to meet with President Meacham in four days.
So there’s plenty of time.”“If there’s one thing that I’ve learned, Abraham, it’s that there is never
plenty of time. Time is never to be considered a luxury. Not ever.”After handing the newly loaded
drive to Scorpio, the man walked out of the room and entered a bedroom where he removed a
lockbox hidden beneath some loose boards inside a closet. He removed a Glock from the box,
fitted it with a suppressor, seated a magazine, and then racked the slide, loading a bullet into the
chamber. After securing the weapon inside his shoulder holster, he stood before a mirror and
examined himself carefully, making sure the firearm was well hidden beneath his jacket. Then he
turned his head very slowly to appraise the scar on his face, focusing on the downward pull at
the corner of his eye.The injury always drew unwanted attention at what seemed to be the most
critical times of an operation, which often made his job more difficult. His face was describable
when it shouldn’t be.Slowly, he raised a fingertip to the point of the scar just below his eye and
traced the flaw to the corner of his lip, the act bringing up aged memories.And Scorpio
remembered everything.It was a hot day in Ramallah, the sun almost white-hot when he
boarded a bus with his mother and brother. She had removed one shoe to massage her aching
foot, while his brother sat next to her looking out the window. From where he sat at the rear of the
bus, Scorpio watched a man board—his coat much too bulky for such a warm day—and take a
seat several rows ahead of Scorpio and his family. As the bus moved along its route, picking up
passengers and filling to capacity, Scorpio could not take his eyes off this man.The passenger
appeared nervous, his brow slick with sweat as he took several glances around him. The man
then raised his hand with a switch that was to be depressed with his thumb and cried: “Allahu
Akbar!” Allah is great!Just as Scorpio was about to turn to his mother and ask her who Allah was,
the man pushed the button.Suddenly the world around him moved painfully slow as he watched
the man break apart into countless pieces—what was one minute before was now pink mist.
Flame and pressure blew out the walls of the bus. People sitting close to the man disappeared



within the licks of fire and ash. Piercing screams filled the air while acrid smoke hung thick in the
cloying air.Everything moved in slow motion and strangely fast at once, with a sharp shard of
metal propelling through the air and catching the boy along the cheek, gashing a horrible bone-
exposing wound that would forever mark him through life.After that, he could only remember
seeing a swatch of blue sky tainted with greasy black smoke, and the heat of a nearby fire
burning his wounded flesh.When he awoke a few days later, he did so to the haggard face of his
father whose skin hung as loose as a rubber mask. And it was at this moment that he finally felt
the agonies of his pain. With second-degree burns over thirty percent of his body and the cruel
slash along his face, the boy didn’t know yet in that instant that he was lucky. For one last
moment, he was free of the real pain to come when he learned that the blast had killed his
mother and brother.When he asked why the man on the bus did what he did, his father told
him.That was the day he learned what life would be like for a Jew living in a land of open
hostilities.So, he grew up in Israel ridiculed by his kind because of his disfigurement and became
hardened.Delving into books to find escape, he also found knowledge. He also learned martial
arts, anything that would give him the edge in combat, along with the weaponry skills that these
disciplines could teach.When he was drafted into the military, he quickly caught the attention of
the leading principals in charge of the Lohamah Psichlogit—the component of the Mossad that
was responsible for psychological warfare, propaganda, and deception operations—and the
Kidon, an elite group of assassins made up of former commandos from IDF Special Forceswho
operated under the Caesarea branch of the organization.Soon thereafter he disappeared from
the grid with commands from higher-ups that no questions were to be asked.So, none were.In
time his identity had been erased and all communication terminated, with the exception of those
within the circle of the Lohamah Psichlogit and the Kidon, from whom he took his orders.A
fingertip remained steady at the corner of his upturned lip a moment before he finally lowered his
hand, with his image reflecting a constant reminder that the scar was a vestige of constant war.
He was a soldier and a ghost who worked under the waving banner as one of Israel’s fighting
elite.Turning from his image, Scorpio left the apartment. He knew sleep would elude him. So, he
walked the streets of Lynn fueled by an adrenaline that would keep him going for days.Soon he’d
be in Washington, D.C. And once he dealt with the Chinese delegates, he knew there would be
plenty of time to sleep.In fact, he would have all the time in the world.Chapter SixLynn,
MassachusettsSame Day. Two Hours LaterThere’s a saying about a suburb of Boston called
Lynn which goes: Lynn, Lynn the city of sin. You never come out the way you came in. It’s a tough
and rugged area with old buildings and even older houses. Rent was low, crime was high.But
when the man with the scarred face walked its streets, he was unconcerned. He thought the
areas of Gaza and Tel Aviv were much tougher. Whereas the elderly might stay indoors the
moment the sun went down, he found Lynn to be more of his element, especially at night.In the
city’s east side where the tenements were constructed of aged brick, the scar-faced man took
the steps to the third level of a building where the hallway walls were tagged with wild graffiti,
colorful and obscure, and entered his place, which had a view of a cityscape that had changed



little since the late nineteenth century.The interior of his apartment was sparsely furnished with a
beat-up couch and a well-worn recliner, no TV. The bedrooms had mattresses on the floor, no
bedframes, with sheets piled on them in wild tangles. Not one painting or picture adorned the
walls.Inside the bedroom at the rear of the tenement were tables set against the walls. Computer
monitors, PCs and modems rested on them as wires and cables meandered about with too
many cords to count. Numbers and symbols scrolled along the screens as the language of the
data were being interpreted and processed.When the scar-faced man entered the room, Abe
Levine didn’t bother to turn in his seat. He simply called over his shoulder. “You’re late. Do you
have it?”The scar-faced man removed the flash drive from his pocket and offered it to Levine,
one of Mossad’s best tech operatives, without saying a word.The tech inserted the flash drive
and typed in the commands to bring up the images, more than one thousand pages, along with
the precise schematic of the new Icarus missile, a state-of-the-art carrier for nuclear
warheads.As the e-pages rolled past on the screen, Levine nodded in appreciation. “Excellent,”
he said.“Send this to the principals,” said the scar-faced man. “On a secured line, yes? One that
can’t be traced.”“Of course.”They sent the actual diagrams to their Tel Aviv heads in the Mossad.
Additional plans had already been made to rewrite the schematics that would turn the project
into something inoperable after modifying and corrupting the graphic files so that anyone
receiving the file thereafter wouldn’t be able to piece together a bicycle.But readjustments would
take time.“How long?”Levine shrugged. “Several hours. Maybe until morning.”“Make it so. Until
then, I need you to download these plans to a second flash drive, and the document I created
earlier this morning before meeting with Timms. You’ll find the document as a desktop file under
‘letter.’”Levine turned in his chair. “You need to rest, Scorpio. You haven’t slept in what, two
days?”“I can’t afford to sleep,” he informed him. “Not now. Not when I have loose ends to tie
up.”“We can’t afford you to get sloppy, either.”“You do what you have to do,” he said. “I’ll do what I
have to do. Don’t worry.” Almost as an aside, he asked, “What can you tell me about
Washington?”Levine returned to the monitor and began to download the documents requested
by Scorpio onto a second thumb drive. With his back to the scar-faced man, he stated, “As far as
we know, the Chinese delegates are on schedule to meet with President Meacham in four days.
So there’s plenty of time.”“If there’s one thing that I’ve learned, Abraham, it’s that there is never
plenty of time. Time is never to be considered a luxury. Not ever.”After handing the newly loaded
drive to Scorpio, the man walked out of the room and entered a bedroom where he removed a
lockbox hidden beneath some loose boards inside a closet. He removed a Glock from the box,
fitted it with a suppressor, seated a magazine, and then racked the slide, loading a bullet into the
chamber. After securing the weapon inside his shoulder holster, he stood before a mirror and
examined himself carefully, making sure the firearm was well hidden beneath his jacket. Then he
turned his head very slowly to appraise the scar on his face, focusing on the downward pull at
the corner of his eye.The injury always drew unwanted attention at what seemed to be the most
critical times of an operation, which often made his job more difficult. His face was describable
when it shouldn’t be.Slowly, he raised a fingertip to the point of the scar just below his eye and



traced the flaw to the corner of his lip, the act bringing up aged memories.And Scorpio
remembered everything.It was a hot day in Ramallah, the sun almost white-hot when he
boarded a bus with his mother and brother. She had removed one shoe to massage her aching
foot, while his brother sat next to her looking out the window. From where he sat at the rear of the
bus, Scorpio watched a man board—his coat much too bulky for such a warm day—and take a
seat several rows ahead of Scorpio and his family. As the bus moved along its route, picking up
passengers and filling to capacity, Scorpio could not take his eyes off this man.The passenger
appeared nervous, his brow slick with sweat as he took several glances around him. The man
then raised his hand with a switch that was to be depressed with his thumb and cried: “Allahu
Akbar!” Allah is great!Just as Scorpio was about to turn to his mother and ask her who Allah was,
the man pushed the button.Suddenly the world around him moved painfully slow as he watched
the man break apart into countless pieces—what was one minute before was now pink mist.
Flame and pressure blew out the walls of the bus. People sitting close to the man disappeared
within the licks of fire and ash. Piercing screams filled the air while acrid smoke hung thick in the
cloying air.Everything moved in slow motion and strangely fast at once, with a sharp shard of
metal propelling through the air and catching the boy along the cheek, gashing a horrible bone-
exposing wound that would forever mark him through life.After that, he could only remember
seeing a swatch of blue sky tainted with greasy black smoke, and the heat of a nearby fire
burning his wounded flesh.When he awoke a few days later, he did so to the haggard face of his
father whose skin hung as loose as a rubber mask. And it was at this moment that he finally felt
the agonies of his pain. With second-degree burns over thirty percent of his body and the cruel
slash along his face, the boy didn’t know yet in that instant that he was lucky. For one last
moment, he was free of the real pain to come when he learned that the blast had killed his
mother and brother.When he asked why the man on the bus did what he did, his father told
him.That was the day he learned what life would be like for a Jew living in a land of open
hostilities.So, he grew up in Israel ridiculed by his kind because of his disfigurement and became
hardened.Delving into books to find escape, he also found knowledge. He also learned martial
arts, anything that would give him the edge in combat, along with the weaponry skills that these
disciplines could teach.When he was drafted into the military, he quickly caught the attention of
the leading principals in charge of the Lohamah Psichlogit—the component of the Mossad that
was responsible for psychological warfare, propaganda, and deception operations—and the
Kidon, an elite group of assassins made up of former commandos from IDF Special Forceswho
operated under the Caesarea branch of the organization.Soon thereafter he disappeared from
the grid with commands from higher-ups that no questions were to be asked.So, none were.In
time his identity had been erased and all communication terminated, with the exception of those
within the circle of the Lohamah Psichlogit and the Kidon, from whom he took his orders.A
fingertip remained steady at the corner of his upturned lip a moment before he finally lowered his
hand, with his image reflecting a constant reminder that the scar was a vestige of constant war.
He was a soldier and a ghost who worked under the waving banner as one of Israel’s fighting



elite.Turning from his image, Scorpio left the apartment. He knew sleep would elude him. So, he
walked the streets of Lynn fueled by an adrenaline that would keep him going for days.Soon he’d
be in Washington, D.C. And once he dealt with the Chinese delegates, he knew there would be
plenty of time to sleep.In fact, he would have all the time in the world.Chapter SevenLeesburg,
VirginiaSame Day, Early EveningFor the past three-plus months that Jon Jericho was home,
transitioning from one life to another had proved difficult. He went from saving the world to
feeding the city. For two months he’d been a truck driver delivering food supplies to upscale
restaurants surrounding the D.C. area. As much as he found the job repetitive and tedious, he
did enjoy the freedom of the road and having to answer to no one until the end of the day, when
he returned the truck to the lot.When he came home to Justine and Micyl, Jon often faked a
smile, made small talk, and then resigned himself to be alone for the rest of the evening in front
of a TV with a beer in his hand.When Justine tried to spark conversation, he would simply nod
his head in agreement, hardly registering a single word she said. He was withdrawing and
becoming detached, she knew this. And it was becoming increasingly difficult, if not frustrating,
to reach Jon as the days went on and his life became routine.Chapter SevenLeesburg,
VirginiaSame Day, Early EveningFor the past three-plus months that Jon Jericho was home,
transitioning from one life to another had proved difficult. He went from saving the world to
feeding the city. For two months he’d been a truck driver delivering food supplies to upscale
restaurants surrounding the D.C. area. As much as he found the job repetitive and tedious, he
did enjoy the freedom of the road and having to answer to no one until the end of the day, when
he returned the truck to the lot.When he came home to Justine and Micyl, Jon often faked a
smile, made small talk, and then resigned himself to be alone for the rest of the evening in front
of a TV with a beer in his hand.When Justine tried to spark conversation, he would simply nod
his head in agreement, hardly registering a single word she said. He was withdrawing and
becoming detached, she knew this. And it was becoming increasingly difficult, if not frustrating,
to reach Jon as the days went on and his life became routine.
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claudette valliere, “If you feel the whisper of breath on the back of your neck, then you are about
to die. Like this one from page one. Spoiler alert.This one starts in Jarablus, the Northern Aleppo
Province, Syria.A man known as Hunter, team leader for a Delta Force group, is on the hunt.
They are about to take down a building where a kidnapped reporter is being held.Hunter is point
man for his team. Hunter is just north of six feet tall and a man who carried with him an inner
strength that could not be seen nor heard. A presence of command that came off of Jon like
something warm and alive, an aura. He and his team will get the reporter out. All tango's are
dead and they are about to leave when a ten year old kid shoots Hunter in the back. The bullet
hit just below the lining of his flack jacket. The bullet passed through his lower extremities and
exited an inch about his hipbone, leaving a wound the size of a peach.This wound will knock Jon
Jericho, The Hunter, right out of Delta and the Army. He is offered a desk or a training position
but declines. Instead he will be a civilian and go home to the love of his live Justine and her
autistic son Micyl.The reporter that Delta rescued is recovering in a hospital in Turkey. This is
when a male nurse, a man with a scar on the side of his face, murders the man. The man known
as Scorpio is a member of Mossad and Mossad and members of the American FBI and CIA
have set a plan in motion that could quite possibly set off WW IIISo begins one damned fine
read.This one has Jon, Justine Vickerman Jon's lady, her son Micyl, a Justine who's the Chief
Medical Examiner in Washington, DC, a Jon who has a hard time transitioning from Delta to a
civilian, Scorpio, his partner Abe Levine, Misters Grey, White and Black, the Chines delegation,
a man named Rupert Timms, a man who gave the top secret Icarus Project to Scorpio after
threats to his mother and half sisters, the company he for a Timms who will be used as a
scapegoat, a Timms who supposedly committs suicide, an incident involving Justine, Jon and a
group of gangbangers, a Jon who handles things and a Justine who is appalled how Jon
"handled" things, a Justine who's just beginning to discover that Jon can be a killer when the
need arises, Iran, a Russian named Federov, Abdul Mohammed al-Zahir a man who will be a
key player in the plan, Abdul - Bari a man al-Zahir thinks is a friend, a belief that couldn't be
further from the truth, Iran, CIA Deputy Director Jason Knight, Blair House, Daron Tyler Justine's
assistant, President Meacham, Jon's old friend Sergeant Major Beaumgartener, his godfather
General Tatum, FBI Deputy Director Michael St. Claire, a Knight who has a script he wants
Justine to follow, a Justine who refuses, a Scorpio who makes a visit to her house, a Jon who
intercepts him, a Jon who damned hear kills him, a Scorpio who knows he's now dealing with an
operator as good or better than he is, a trip to a cabin owned by JJ and old Delta friend of Jon's,
a raid on the Black Box, the Misters Grey, Black and White, a dead JJ, a Jon who gets the
Chinese delegates out, a Justine who pays the ultimate price to protect Micyl, a man named
Pryor who saves Micyl and Jon Jericho doing his best to save lives, unravel the mystery, protect
those he loves and stay alive.Five Stars just ain't enough.”



Golfnut, “4.5 stars. Overall I enjoyed this book a whole bunch. Bad guys were very bad, Hunter
was very very good. There were a couple of offending errors that should have been caught.The
first is editing error. In one chapter Jon friend is a Command Sergeant Major, another chapter a
LtCol, later back to SgtMajor.The second bothers me. So many people write about action,
military, etc, and not sure they have a clue. Hence the "semi automatic machine gun". I hope
you understand what I am saying? I realize a minor technical point here, but thing like this bug
me. As a customer/reader, I have a right to be bugged by it.Having said all that, I look forward to
reading more of the Hunter series.”

Gordon Redfern, “Rick Jones is a great author with great talent. Rick Jones is a great author with
great talent, although I did struggle a little to read this at the start I am so glad I finished it, Hunter
is a soldier who is hurt in battle, struggling to come to terms with civilian life he does what he
can, his partner a Doctor gets caught in a web of deceit and lies and when she refuses to go
along with the government she must run to save herself and her son, so sad but it is a look at
something that could and maybe does happen.  How does the  Hunter get on.....please read”

Ronaele Whittington, “Black ops for good and evil. Each chapter describes a piece of the big
picture, from many points of view. Violence prevails. USA trained operatives come in all forms
and loyalties, killing one another from different views of a particular cause. In the nonfiction
headlines this week, Russia sold defense missiles to Iran. In this fiction story, USA and Israel
operatives trick their governments into a near-WWIII attack by showing Iran to possess
plutonium and delivery systems. If the USA has a huge black ops budget, what money remains
for medical research or health care e.g. civilized lifestyles?”

Cinderella, “action pack. This was an action pack story that make me think of how underhanded
our government really can be. I always know we were a greedy country but the length they went
to hid e the secret was unbelievable. There was a lot of action but the main character had a side
side that you don't see often in these type of books. I wish they had more chance to build to
romance part but that's the difference between male and female authors.  It was worth. the read.”

Liza, “Definitely five stars!. The book is about the Plot - the plot conceived and executed by a few
secret governmental agencies to set up on trumped up charges Iran and terrorists cells that
country supports.The planning is brilliant and ruthless, has all chances to be successful but,
suddenly, all those elaborate clandestine plans are disrupted by not a key player but just by
ordinary person who refuses to accept rules of the game.The planned conspiracy is interesting
and realistic, the action is non-stop, so, take my advise and don't start reading this book in the
evening - you will be bleary eyed the next day reading through the night and getting no
sleep.Looking forward to next Hunter book !”

Ken F., “Get it, you won't be disappointed. I recently received an email that Hunter book 2 is now



available. Since I read all the Vatican Knights series I thought it was worth checking out this
series as well. I decided to look to read the first book in the Hunter series and purchased it but
found out I already had. It did not disappoint! I read it very quickly since once I started it was
hard to put down. I have now started on The Black Key, book 2. It is also quite good so far. When
I'm done with this book I will start reading Rick's other books since I like his writing”

Robin, “I enjoyed it. I did quite enjoy this book. The premise is that the Mossad, the CIA and the
FBI are planning to kidnap Chinese dignitaries and make it look like an Iran based ISIS plot.
This will allow Israel to bomb Iran with the backing of the rest of the world. Summed up in a
couple of sentences might make it sound a bit iffy, but the way it's put together in the book does
come across as feasible.My only gripe is that the proof reading was not better, and it seems that
the majority was done by computer, although in general it wasn't as bad as in some Kindle
books I've read. A reminder for the author, a 'site' is a place, whereas 'sight' is what you see. I
recall at least two instances where something was 'in clear site'.”

Tony336, “Involved plot .. This is another one of those books that have the central character a
war damaged ex soldier . This has the "Hunter" finding a place in life for himself after a sort of
retirement.The plot is a bit jumbled and of course it involves the CIAand Israel. I got a bit bored
and others have written deeper insights into the plot . So I will leave it at that and recommend
it ,if you like that sort of thing .”

mrs.A.Simpson, “NIGHT OF THE HUNTER. Book was well written, plot good and the characters
both good and bad worked fine. The main character, The Hunter, was believable and more
books following his challenges has to be done, no question.Only small detail that stopped me
giving 5 stars was the fact that main character was reminiscent of Hayden Smith, was it?Similar
skill set, favoured weapons knives et al. Maybe he could be developed slightly more? Still, was a
bloody GOOD READ!!!!!!”

The book by Conny Mendez has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 191 people have provided feedback.
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